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Indian film and the way it interacts with the non-Indian fan community for Indian film
presents an alternative to Oriantalist discourses by reaching out on an emotional level. Through
surveys and interviews, this study shows how the fans find the films, find a community, and
build a connection to India based on their initial massive emotional reaction to the films. By first
looking at other scholarship on the topic, then the history of Indian film, it becomes apparent that
this connection is outside of Said’s “network of interests” (3) that controls how the Orient is
viewed, as the films have always been denigrated and ignored by the powerful both in India and
abroad. Further, a study of the demographics of the fans and their history with the films shows
how the emotional content allows the films to spread outside of their original audience and
therefore introduce westerners to a human connection with India through the films.
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Introduction

I was initially attracted to this topic through my own interest in Indian films and how it
slowly came to change my way of looking at the world. Through out the research process, I
discovered that my story was, in ways both big and small, typical of the non-South Asian fan of
Bollywood. Ten years ago, I had the same sort of massively emotional and transformative
experience that all the fans described as part of their introduction to the genre when I saw the
film Dilwale Dulhania Le Jayenge (1995) (one of the more common first films respondents saw)
on the big screen. I quickly went online to learn more and find a community. As time went on, I
introduced many “newbies” to the films and even gained a few “converts.” As I became more
interested in and invested in the films, I learned from my favorite actors, my friends, and the
websites I followed to stop referring to the films as Bollywood and to use “Indian film” or
“Hindi cinema” instead. Around the same time, I began to start defending my interest and
delight in the films against the common prejudice against them. This was the beginning of my
interest in media studies and in questioning the way I am told to see the world. Indian films
require that the viewer not just relate to the characters, but share their emotions, their thoughts,
their way of seeing the world. They allow people like me, and like all the respondents to this
study, to take off their blinders of privilege and see the world anew.
Before discussing the information gained through interviews and surveys, it is necessary
to understand the previous scholarship on the topic and the history of Indian film. In Chapter 1, I
1
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will discuss how other scholars have discussed the films and their fan community, showing the
ways in which both have consistently been denigrated and disregarded by most scholarship. In
Chapter 2, I will focus on the history of Indian film, to show how it has always existed outside of
the networks of power, as well as providing context for the personal history of the fans which
will be discussed later.
In order to best study the non-Indian community of fans of Indian film, I used a survey
followed by personal interaction with some respondents through phone, email, or in one case
face to face. The initial survey had three areas moving from basic background to abstract
concepts. First, there were the basic background questions dealing with demographics, age,
nationality, and so on. These questions serve to provide a general overview of the fans
responding and will be dealt with in Chapter 3. Secondly, there are the questions related to how
fans found the films, beginning by asking what is the first film they saw (which will also be dealt
with to some degree in Chapter 3), then the more detailed questions asking how they came to
find the films (which will be the subject of Chapter 4) and what they found initially appealing
about them (which will be dealt with in Chapter 5). While those questions deal with the early
days of fandom, the next questions bring it forward to their current tastes and opinions; their
favorite actors and favorite films (which will again be dealt with to some degree in Chapter 3),
and what they think makes these films special (which will be dealt with in Chapter 5). Finally,
the last question is seemingly simple, as it merely asks what term is preferred to be used by the
respondents to refer to the Indian film industry, but in fact the discussion of the use and
meanings of the various terms is directly related to respondents’ attitudes towards India which
will be dealt with in Chapter 6. While the first few chapters deal primarily with empirical data
and are therefore drawn primarily from the surveys, Chapter 5 and 6 incorporate extensive
2
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material from the interviews and assorted more in depth interactions. Taken as a whole, I hope
this study will provide an introduction to this fan community and the films, as well as
highlighting the ways in which these films are designed to provide a counter-narrative to the
discourse of power, and in fact have succeeded in changing the hearts and minds of their fans.

3
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Chapter 1
“Pop Cosmopolitism” and “Escape” for the Masses:
Scholars’ opinions of Bollywood

The popular media forms coming out of India generally identified under the umbrella
term “Bollywood” have, for decades, provided an alternative to the discourses of power that seek
to divide the world into the West and the East. For centuries, discourses of power, primarily
Orientalism, have limited the way human beings can connect across national and ethnic
boundaries. In every area they touch-academia, business, politics, military theory-these
discourses prevent connections between ourselves and the “others” by obfuscating a clear vision
of what the “other” actually is. While American pop culture has long been the most potent
weapon of the West’s war for hearts and minds around the globe, Indian pop culture has waged a
secret battle of resistance against it. Since Indian independence in 1947, India has been quietly
planting pop culture seeds in countries from Kenya to Greece to Russia, and quickly growing
deep roots into the hearts of the audience. This study seeks to determine how these seeds have
been received among the upper-class, educated, English speaking population world-wide and
what effect it has had on their Orientalist attitudes.
Indian films and their audience have long been studied by Indian academics. However,
their studies have sought to create a firm binary between “audience” and “academic.” This
binary is always strong in fan studies, but it is even greater in the study of Indian film fans
because of decades of prejudice against Indian films within India; they are considered
4
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distractions enjoyed only by the lower classes. Lakshmi Srinivas claims, “I frequently came
across academics who would tell me about cinema’s role in providing an escape from harsh
reality for the masses. Some of these academics admitted to never going to see the movies in
question” (168-169). Lakshmi Srinivas goes on to explain in detail how the way in which Indian
films are viewed causes a vastly different interaction with the text. For instance, audience
members frequently move in and out of the theater “editing” the film to include only the content
they most enjoy (Lakshmi Srinivas 171), and the audience members will explain plot elements
that may be unclear to each other (Lakshmi Srinivas 170). Lakshmi Srinivas concludes that the
western theories of audience and reception are therefore inapplicable to Indian film theory:
Rather than the loss of community and face-to-face relations, which theorists such as
Adorno and Horkheimer (Adorno, 1991; Adorno and Horkheimer, 1972) associated with
the growth of mass culture in the West... Participatory involvement with cinema allows
Indian audiences to reconstruct the film, providing an experience that is heterogeneous
and contextual. Indian audiences are consequently closer to the producers and less
alienated from the product compared to their Western counterparts. (Lakshmi Srinivas
172)
The attitude Lakshmi Srinivas describes has been present among the Indian elite since the
early years of film. Testimony by a theater owner in Indian in the 1920s to a government
commission quoted by Manishita Dass states, “‘If a theater is asked to show even once a week
one Indian picture, even that will ruin that particular theater altogether, because the Indian habits
and the educated man’s habits are so wide apart...it will take another three weeks by the time you
have cleaned it well and put it in order for the better class Indians’” (Dass 78). Even the
supporters of the film industry only defended it on the grounds that it was “forced” into making
such a low quality product, not with an argument in defense of the product itself and by
extension the audience who enjoys it; Chidananda Das Gupta in 1969 said, “Those of us who
would like to see Indian cinema on the sophisticated level of films from the West (or Japan) tend
5
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to forget that the forces weighing down Indian cinema are special and massive. Even the most
avant-garde section of the Indian film industry is still subject to crushing pressures--from both
past and present.” (Das Gupta 27). For decades, the academic and social attitude of Indian elites
has been to assume popular Indian film is inevitably flawed and its audience is a mindless
gaggle, and therefore it should only be studied in terms of its text, not in terms of its reception by
this unthinking mass.
Lakshmi Srinivas is part of a slowly growing group that is calling into question the
tradition of Indian theoretical thought on film. As Anirudh Deshpande describes, Indian film
scholarship has traditionally been modeled on western sociological theories: “Literature on
cinema began to proliferate in Indian quite early although the academic research on films began
after 1947. By then the contours of cinema analysis had been drawn by the western scholars like
Franklin Fearing....the credit for pioneering cinema studies in India goes to the sociology
department of the Bombay University” (Deshpande 97). Now, studies are turning more towards
ethnography.
In a review of Steve Derne’s new ethnographic book on masculinity in Indian film,
Joseph S. Alter acknowledges this as “a current trend in Indian studies to question overarching
generalizations by focusing on the diversity of local experience and what Derne refers to as
‘alternative Indian ways of thinking’” (Alter 1207) . Anthony Anemone found a similar pattern
in Sudha Rajagopalan’s book on Indian film as received in Russia, which “combines the tools of
ethnography, archival research, and a close reading of popular film journals to describe and
analyze the cult of Indian movies in post-Stalinist culture” (Anemone 1036). According to
Anemone, Rajagopalan goes further, tracing the ethnographic history of the audience, the
academic and elite pushback against this audience, and, most interestingly the audience’s
6
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response: “Finally, in the final two chapters, the author considers film critics’ attempts to
‘elevate’ the taste of filmgoers and the responses of ordinary moviegoers who took advantage of
new public fora of the Khrushchev era to defend their preference for Bollywood over Indian art
house cinema.” (Anemone 1036). As Rajagopalan’s work implies, this call for a more detailed
audience analysis is not limited to the Indian audience, for instance Sarina Pearson’s view that
“Despite widespread popular recognition that many Pacific communities are avid Hindi cinema
fans, a cursory review of regional journals confirms that its influence in the Pacific is a
phenomenon that has attracted relatively little attention among scholars” (Pearson 165). The
audience outside of India is similar in form (a cross-section of society) and function (seeing
movies purely for pleasure) to the Indian audience, and therefore has been similarly ignored by
the academic establishment until recently.
Studies of Indian fandom began to appear in large numbers in the early 2000s following
on decades of previous fan studies of other communities. Often these studies deal with only a
small segment of a population, for instance college students at the particular school or in the area
where these scholars teach. A better model might be that followed by Janice Radway in her
paper “Women Read the Romance.” Radway endeavored to study the ways in which women use
the romances they read to give meaning and support to their own lives. Rather than identify a
group of people who were available to her for study, Radway strove to identify the community
itself, making the contours and limits of it part of her study. The scholars working in India may
be forgiven for not searching out a more organically defined community, as studies taking place
in India have the entire country to choose from in terms of study subjects since the entire country
is Indian film fans; however, scholars working in countries where Indian film viewing is not the
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norm, should seek out a more naturally cohesive study group or else specify that their study is
lacking that cohesion.
For instance, Henry Jenkins discusses Western fans of Indian film, but does not properly
differentiate them as an unique group with separate motivations and history, instead combining
them into a category he calls “pop cosmopolitans” along with fans of “Japanese anime and
manga, Bollywood films and Bhangra, and Hong Kong action movies” (156). In Jenkins
argument, these fan groups are created by “two forces--the top-down push of corporate
convergence, the bottom-up pull of grassroots convergence” (155). In terms of Indian film fans
in particular, he identifies Indian popular culture as being “pulled” into the West through the
diaspora members now located in the West (163) and “pushed” through western corporations
such as movie studios and artists like Baz Lurhman and Andrew Lloyd Webber (163). By not
looking for a naturally cohesive fan group, and researching them as a separate entity from fans of
anime and Hong Kong, he misses the fact that the “top--down push” in this case comes not from
the western corporations he identifies but rather from Indian corporations and artists who
calculatedly targeted a western audience, and that the “grassroots convergence” pull is not only
from diaspora audiences, but also from multiple non-Indian online communities. Jenkins
dismisses non-Indian fans of Bollywood film as merely “seeking to escape the constraints of
their local culture and tap into the coolness they now associate with the other parts of the world”
(164). This is a conclusion he can draw because he misses the fact that they are being sold the
“coolness” not by Western popular culture producers, but by the creators of these products who
greatly increased their international output and international presence in the late 90s resulting in
more international fans. Further, since this fandom exists primarily online, there is now a
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question of what could be considered someone’s “local culture” if geographic boundaries in
many ways have ceased to be significant.
In contrast, Rhiannon Bury’s efforts to study female fans of genre television were based
online, and she was able to go into much greater depth in analyzing her chosen fan community.
Bury identified a large and representational fan community on the internet, revealed herself to
them, asked for volunteers to join her project, and over months of free-wheeling discussion was
able to form several conclusions about their attitudes, habits, and beliefs. She proves her
argument that internet communication allows for a different kind of discussion through creating
communities not limited by geography, but by common interests and attitudes--in her case a
specifically female space in which to discuss genre television shows.
The respondents to Bury’s study had purposefully closed themselves off from the larger
fan community, finding that, as female fans, the general conversations were filled with
“harassment and denigration” (2). While their initial purpose and conversation was based on
romantic fandom, attraction towards the male actor David Duchovny in particular, later “the bulk
of the exchanges involved the sharing of life experiences, supplemented by current events and
politics” (21). Their community was seen as a place for safe and productive discussion of these
topics in general. They became so popular that they were unable to support the number of
requests to join their community (179), and they were imitated by other fandoms who created
their own all female listserves (2).
In addition to providing a useful template for a research method, Bury’s work offers a
starting point for a study of international fandom. One of the fandoms she studied was that for
the television show Due South, an American/Canadian production which led many American
fans to feel a connection to the country of Canada. Bury describes three elements of this
9
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connection. There was a shared belief in an imagined Canada, a “queer- and gay-positive
Canada” (195). There was also knowledge of trivia about Canada, as shown by the reaction to a
shared “How Canadian are you?” quiz (189). In some cases, the American fans did better than
the Canadian ones. And finally, there was knowledge of Canadian media products coming out of
their fandom for the Canadian actors on Due South (198). Again, often the American fans were
more knowledgeable than the Canadian ones, sharing tips about upcoming releases and hard to
find DVDs. Bury managed to establish that fans of international media products could maintain
a connection to the country of origin for those products merely through the internet.
Bury’s studies of fans on the internet draw on a history of fan studies. The early fan
studies focused on both the supposed “pathological” aspect of fandom and arguments against it.
In his article “Fandom as Pathology’, Jolie Jenson addresses the fact that judgments between
“fans” and connoisseurs generally interact with issues of class and cultural value attached to the
fan products, for instance James Joyce versus Barry Manilow (19). For fans of Indian film, race
can also become a factor, as products made by non-white artists often have less cultural cache.
Bury’s work, as mentioned above, revealed the low cultural value afforded to female voices in XFiles fandom online, to the point where they felt the need to create their own segregated
community. This is not the only fandom where gender plays a part. For instance, there is a
different attitude towards female fans of musicians, who are often dismissed as “groupies”,
versus male fans (Cline 77). As fans of Indian film in the West are often women, they are three
times crippled--first as fans, then as fans of a product from the third-world featuring non-white
artists, and finally as part of a majority female group. As Bury’s work shows, the internet
community is the best, and safest, way for them to interact without concern about judgment or
harassment from outsiders.
10
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Scholarly research into Indian film fan communities generally continues to use “real”
world connections and locations to limit the subjects of the study. Most of these studies fall into
two categories: either specific studies of particular groups as they relate to particular issues or
overviews of Indian film’s popularity in specific foreign countries. Both of these categories fail
to address Indian film as it is experienced worldwide today, as a part of everyday life for fans
who interact without regard to national borders or ethnic backgrounds. However, these studies
are useful in terms of showing the impact of films on their viewers, and providing a historical
overview and context for Indian films’ cross-cultural popularity.
There are many studies of the impact of Indian films on the audience in terms of specific
issues, which tend to follow the same pattern. They identify the particular issue they wish to
address, such as popular culture and women (Dewey), the attitudes towards the golden age film
studio New Theatres (Gooptu), Indian film and product placement (Nelson and Deshpande), film
reception and women’s clothes, both at home and in the diaspora (Bahl), sex-selective abortion
in media (MacPherson), study of sex appeal and cultural liberation of women as shown on MTV
India (Cullity and Younger), fandom in India as it relates to politics (Prasad), or sex and media
among young people in Bombay (Banaji). Sometimes these studies narrow their area to a
particular film, such as reactions to the Kashmir issue after watching Fanaa (2006) (Khan), the
HIV/AIDs crisis in India after viewing Phir Milenge (2004) (Singhal and Vasanti), or the
concept of family after viewing Hum Aapke Hain Koun (1994) (Juluri). Sometimes it is as
specific as fandom for a particular star, such as fan “Pappu Sardar” and his worship of a single
star, Madhuri Dixit (Kakar) or Das Gupta’s text on Amitabh Bachchan. There have even been a
few studies on the quality of and attitudes towards theaters; Viswanath found that “In a focus
group discussion with students from colleges in Bangalore who regularly visited the multiplexes,
11
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a vast majority claimed they went to multiplexes for their cleanliness, comfortable stadium seats,
great sound quality (Dolby) and “decent” crowd” (3289). Studies of this type usually combine
empirical data gathered through surveys with more in depth data from personal interviews,
discussion groups, or open ended questions. This combination allows them to gain both a broad
and deep understanding of reactions to the particular issue, film, or star being studied and how
the audience “reads” the films.
Multiple other studies have used less ethnographic methods to show that the Indian film
audience is not purely Indian, or even purely the Indian diaspora. These studies usually use more
historical and textual research methods, looking at old newspaper reports or articles, rarely
combined with minimal interviews. For instance, de Groot’s work on reception of Meerabai
(1947) in Holland, where the film on an Indian saint became a national sensation in the early
1950s is based mostly on old news reports. Other authors have used similar methods to discuss
related phenomena. There is Bartlet who says “[f]rom the 1960s to the 1980s, mainstream
audiences in Africa, especially female audiences, loved Indian films. Even though they didn’t
understand the words, they would end up knowing the songs by heart from seeing the films over
and over again, and they loved the dances and the intrigues of the sentimental melodramas that
were easily deciphered from the images alone” (126). Adejunmobi found a general popularity of
art across-language barriers throughout Africa, of which the Hausa passion for Bollywood is just
one part. Lipkov and Mathew state that “till just five or six years ago Indian films held a secure
and honoured place in Russia.” (185). While few of these authors actually reached out to the
fans they studied, their research methods still serve to establish a long history of international
popularity for Indian film.

12
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Sheila Nayar’s seminal article "Invisible Representation: The Oral Contours of a National
Popular Cinema" argues that the Indian film is able to make connections globally thanks to its
oral narrative structure, and these multiple examples would seem to support her argument. As
the global economy has changed, films are able to permeate the world more, even into non-Oral
based cultures. This has created multiple audiences within the same geographical area
depending on how they find and view these films. As Iris Vendervelde says in her study of
Indian films in Belgium:
The audience composition is clearly influenced by structural patterns. Different formats,
for instance, appear to attract different people: art house cinemas have so far mainly
served Western audiences, failing to appeal to the diasporas with their film programme.
The historical transformations we identified also have their consequences: the shift from
private diasporic to public multiplex screening entailed a social rift, when exclusive
guests came to share their niche with a more diversified audience. For those who had had
no access to the private screenings, this meant a democratization. At the same time the
audience for these films remained quite specific, that is to say, hardly any “Westerners”
attend the screenings. Moreover, the audience is partly created through marketing
practices. As most of the distributors limit their advertisements to diasporic audiences,
the existence of Turkish and Indian screenings at the multiplex are a little known
phenomenon among other cinema-goers. (Vendevelde, Smets, Meers, Winkel, Bauwel
67)
This increasing accessibility has lead to a backlash among the Indian community which argues
that these new fans cannot truly understand the films, as explained by Athique:
The argument made by Samant is all about authenticity: that the real experience of Indian
cinema can only be accessed by those who are steeped in its cultural context and its
history...Indian cinema has, from the 1930s onwards, enjoyed popularity with audiences
spread across the globe...Many of those viewers have been non-Indians with little
detailed understanding of Indian society but who have nonetheless consistently found
enjoyment...it is also fair to say that the breathless insiderism of Western journalists
explaining to their readers how to enjoy Indian cinema as kitsch, cult and ‘full of colour’
is every bit as patronizing as the scorn that used to poured upon Indian films when they
were laughably unfashionable. (Athique “The ‘cross-over’ audience” 299).
13
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Arguably, this has also changed the very nature of Indian films, as they become more full of
“kitsch” and “color.” Shakuntala Rao’s study of rural viewers in India found them feeling
increasingly ignored by the Indian film industry, as one of them put it, “‘they must be making
these films for someone but it is not for people like me”” (Rao 65).
This new audience in the west is separate from the older audience in the west, founded on
the diaspora. Punathembekar gives a history of Indian films shown in American suburbs over
the past few decades within the diaspora. Originally, in the 60s and 70s, these screenings were
community affairs,
Screenings were usually held in university halls rented for a few hours during the
weekend...These weekend screenings...were an occasion, apart from religious festivals,
for people to wear traditional clothes, speak in Hindi or other regional languages and
participate in a ritual that was reminiscent of ‘home’...Importantly, these screenings were
marked as an exclusively Indian space, away from mainstream society, where families
could meet and participate in a ritual of sharing personal and collective memories of life
in India. (Punathambekar 154).
Later, as satellite channels, VHS and DVD technology, and now the internet have brought the
film watching experience among the diaspora from a community affair to a family one, with
films becoming a way to pass on values on a personal level, “it was the mothers who watched
Hindi films with their children, translating for them and explaining, as one woman said, ‘all the
Indian customs and traditions’” (Punathambekar 159). Nandini Bhattacharya discusses this
trend in her study of viewing habits among the diaspora, in which she interviews and meets with
women who watch Indian films at home alone in their basement, a family and intensely intimate
affair nowadays. This same diaspora experience of communal viewing giving way to home
viewing through the rise of VHS and satellite technology is found throughout the world. In
Hong Kong Wong and McDonogh reported “the longer established and more integrated South
Asian population [of Hong Kong] attended both English and Chinese cinemas as well as
14
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maintaining specialized video outlets for Hindi and other films. An informant also reported that
they rented halls for special showings of Indian cinema that also served multiple community
functions” (101). In South Africa, Radhakrishnan describes a similar process, while in Nigeria
Larkin remembers that “[w]hen I first visited Kano, the major city in northern Nigeria, it came as
a surprise, then, that Indian films are shown five nights a week at the cinemas (compared with
one night for Hollywood films and one night for Chinese films)” (Larkin 406). In Singapore
home viewing in particular has had a major effect on the Indian diaspora as the broadcasting of
Zee TV has lead the Indian community to align itself with Hindi cinema, even though they are
primarily part of the Tamil subculture, not the Hindi (Kaur and Yahya). And finally, in the IndoCaribbean, Manuel outlines “the diverse and often contradictory roles played by images of India
in the music culture of an Indian diasporic community, and in its members’ attempts to construct
coherent, if often polymorphous, senses of identity” (17). Wherever the Indian diaspora has
traveled over the past several decades, it has brought with it Indian film, first as a semi-private
experience at restricted exhibition halls and later as a fully private experience within homes.
Like the diaspora experience, the experience of western Bollywood viewers began as a
public one and has become increasingly private. Authors like K. Aftab and Rajindra Dudrah
discuss the growing popularity of Bollywood in Britain and the US. As Adrian Athique points
out, this is yet another descendant of profit-based Orientalism. He establishes that the motive
among the distributors at least is financial: by creating a market for Eastern films, westerners can
increase trade ties. And it uses the old arguments to support it, “[t]he re-branding of commercial
Indian films in the West as postmodern pop art...is very much part of the continuing cycle of
Orientalism...It is imperative, therefore, to recognize that any discussion of cultural consumption
which juxtaposes East and West remains powerfully inflected by the historical exercise of power
15
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in the Indo-European encounter” (Athique 308). However, the same author argues in a different
article that “given the complexity of the cultural practices and social environments involved, this
extra-territorial life of the popular Indian movie cannot be easily reduced to an insider-outsider
binary. In practice, both ends of this spectrum (and several points in between) are relevant to
understanding the appeal of Indian movies” (Athique 117-118). Chaudhuri has the same
concern, “[m]y article tackles the assumption of pandering to ‘Western’ or ‘white’ audiences
which...locks us into a binary relationship between East/West which does not heed the cultural
heterogeneity and multicultural allegiances of audiences around the world or the codes of
representation themselves” (Chaudhuri 8). In her conclusion, Chaudhuri states “[t]he idea that
exoticist strategies are simply targeted at white or Western viewers is flawed, implying an
East/West binary that is not borne out by the demographics of audiences” (Chaudhuri 18). The
audience has now grown beyond the structural divisions present in Vandervelde’s study of
Belgium, both the diaspora and the western viewer are watching films at home and in theaters,
and often in the same homes and the same theaters.
With this new reality, there is a need for a study that views the audience as a natural and
growing mixture of multiple countries, ethnicities, and ages. Punathembekar calls for this when
she says her study “highlights not only the provisional nature of any effort to understand
audience communities, but also the need to complement film theory with concerted ethnographic
work in diverse settings” (Punathembekar 166) S.V. Srinivas also criticizes the current state of
study, finding it more eager to discover support for the particular social concerns of the
researcher than a true questioning of the consistency of the audience, “Unless future studies
avoid the mistakes made by existing ones, the study of audiences will find itself at a dead end,
particularly at a time when the workings of the academic marketplace make it more and more
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rewarding to generate volume rather than clarity and depth” (S.V. Srinivas 122). S.V. Srinivas’
work is focused on a study of television, but the same flaws he finds can easily carry over to
multiple studies of Indian film. These studies of specific culture and geographic locations point
to the ways the audience for Indian film cannot be partitioned by artificial borders. It needs to
grow organically in a way that acknowledges international and generational ties, for example
Athique points out that “the interest by some older Greek-Australians in Indian movies can also
be seen as representing continuity with their experiences of cinema before migrating to Australia.
Similarly, for Chinese student, Tina, an interest in Indian movies goes back to childhood days in
China where a local cinema used to screen Indian movies” (Athique 125). Indian film is now
entering into the second and third generation of non-Indian fans and the historical and
geographical meaning they give these films must be acknowledged.
This international and geographical connection is especially important as it contradicts
the common bias which indicates that only trained, responsible audiences can appreciate Indian
film. Athique describes an interviewee from his study of Australian fans of Indian cinema who
believes “there is an audience in Australia who ‘are interested in that sort of thing’. However, he
[David, an academic] believes that a degree of cultural literacy is needed to understand Indian
films, which he is able to access through a number of Indian friends he has made during his
university studies” (129). Lakshmi Srinivas found the same prejudice among professional
academics within India: “Film studies in India appear guided by the sensibilities of the educated
middle-class analyst, one who is often a stranger to the culture of popular cinema, elaborated as
public culture. The indigenous dialogue between audience and cinema has therefore gone
unnoticed.” (Srinivas 156). Srinivas is discussing group viewing of films in India and the ways
in which the audiences interaction with each other and the content on screen changes the
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meaning, but the same argument can be made about theorists such as David quoted above who
view Indian films as consumed outside of India in a vacuum, looking at the text alone and not
how that text can interact with the non-Indian audience. Interestingly, that same interview
included a contradictory statement by David’s wife, a non-academic: “...In contrast, Carly is
more optimistic about a wider interest in Indian movies amongst Australians, at least in the
cities. She believes that the themes of Indian movies are relatively accessible, particularly the
romantic films that she enjoys” (Athique 129). Carly is talking purely as a member of the
audience, a fan, and has a strikingly different reaction to that of the academic analyst.
Farrukh Dhondy directly contradicts Athique’s interviewee David and others who make
the Orientalist argument that Indian film requires specialized knowledge, only available to those
who understand Indian culture, before it can be enjoyed. Dhondy claims that “[t]o understand
[the language of popular Indian cinema], you only need to understand one or two of the songs
that it has succeeded in making its essential slogans” (125). Dhondy takes this argument that
Indian film is universally understandable, and further argues that it is for this reason that scholars
tend to dismiss it: “Professional political thinkers brand the whole industry and its output
‘escapist.’ The description is born of a kind of frustration: here is a forum of mass entertainment;
why can’t it be turned it propaganda?” (Dhondy 127). Dhondy agrees with other thinkers that
Indian academia has dismissed Indian film, but argues that the motivation is petty jealousy and
anger at their powerlessness against what he describes as “toll-gates on a main artery [of Indian
politics]” (130). In fact, it is because Indian film does not bow to the specialized and
controllable knowledge requirements of Orientalism—and all discourses of power—that the
powerful have chosen not to speak of it.
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Because of this prejudice, listening to the powerless when studying the audience for this
cinema finds a much richer resource than those who limit themselves to interviews and research
by the powerful. Sara L. Friedman offers some guidelines on how film can be approached in an
ethnological studies manner in her study of Chinese cinema. She argues that it is important “to
probe more deeply into what audiences do with media texts at the moment of consumption,
particularly when they experience those texts as representing their own lives and communities”
(Friedman 603-604). After discussing the situation of her observations and positioning the
content of the films she studies within historical and cultural traditions, Friedman suggests that
“we can use media images to engage the people we work with in shared projects of cultural
interpretation and (re)definition, often through dialogues inspired by the very images we view
together on the screen” (Friedman 625-626). Friedman is suggesting that the very act of
watching a film can create a community and therefore change relationships between people,
allowing a counter discourse to emerge.
Gyan Prakash speaks to this possibility in his personal story of relating to Bombay based
Indian films despite growing up elsewhere in India. Films were always a part of his family life,
intimately connected to his identity formation. He chose to visit Bombay itself for the first time
after discovering that those same films have “found a receptive audience in the West” (88); as
the film community grew, his own fandom and identity grew strength from it. Nazima Parveen
speaks to this in his study of Indian film in the United Kingdom, claiming that “The Hindi
commercial cinema, the most popular cultural discourse of modern India, has now entered a new
phase where its meanings and representations are interrogating and forming a wider community”
(Parveen 3753). This is not a new community; this is simply a growing community, one that has
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existed for decades but is now adding members from new ethnic backgrounds rapidly as the
internet provides a safe space for it to disseminate information and content.
This last element, the use of the internet, is an important factor in the growth of the fan
community as non-Indian fans of Indian film who share their fandom in the “real” world can face
harassment and anger. One of the subjects of Philip Novak’s study of fandom for Indian popular
culture in the late 90s, the band “The Heavenly Ten Stems”, was attacked by protesters at one of
their shows in which they used Indian cultural products (56). Novak discusses the practice by
which excerpts from Indian films made their way through American culture thanks to out of
context shared video tapes and bootleg recordings. Novak’s argument is that the artists who
embraced these excerpts, such as the director Terry Zwigoff who used the song sequence “Jaan
Pehechaan Ho” from the film Gumnaam (1965) in his film Ghost World (2001), were not
appropriating the culture, as protesters of the cover band “The Heavenly Ten Stems” argued
(Novak 56), but taking elements that were already created to be excerpted from their origin
(following the rasa theory of Indian drama) and enjoying them (Novak 49). However, at the end
of the article, when interviewing a participant in Bollywood cultural fandom Wendy Chien a few
years after the first popularity of Bollywood art, Novak quotes her saying “‘If you like a
Bollywood song now [in 2008], you have to really like it. It’s available--so it’s not the exotic
mystery of, ‘hey, I found this in the back of a store somewhere, you’ve never heard it.’’” (63).
This statement contradicts the earlier argument, that there was a sincere enjoyment for the art by
the sampling artists of the 90s. While until recently its distance and obscurity made it “exotic”,
now the internet and the global market have made Indian films available in neighborhood
theaters and on personal computers throughout the world. As Novak says, “it is not just Indians
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who make Bollywood their own.” (Novak 54). Today there is a thriving fan community of
people who “really like it” and who interact mainly online, where they most often first find it.
Studying this community shows that Indian films have been a global phenomenon for
years, which is contrary to arguments made by Indian academics about the value of Indian films,
and the arguments made by fan scholars that Indian film fandom is merely a phase. More
importantly, due to their unique way of relating to the audience these films can serve as a
powerful tool in combating prejudice. Following the ethnographic methods of study of an
internet community as used by Bury and others, in the following chapters I will establish the
ways these films have spread into the west, why they are so popular, and how they have affected
their audience.
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Chapter 2
Raja Harischandra to Katrina Kaif: The Globalization of
Indian film

The fan community contacted for this study, the ones who actively participate on
websites and message boards, communicated their answers with an assumption of a basic level
of shared knowledge of Indian film history, artistic forms, and genres. In order to fully
understand and appreciate their responses, it is necessary to have that same grounding and
understanding in Indian film. Moreover, in order to understand the context for their responses
and experiences, it is necessary to know the facts of how the Indian film industry has spread
globally in recent years and in the past. To that end, the following section includes some basic
history of the films, discussion of various genres and their origins, and explanation for the ways
in which Indian film has spread in the recent past and in prior eras.
Indian film is generally considered to have begun in 1913 with the release of Raja
Harischandra, a religious epic. It grew slowly over the next few decades, stymied by restrictions
put upon it by the British government. Once India gained its independence in 1947, the industry
entered its artistic golden period. During this time, films such as Mother India (1957) and Guide
(1964) gained international critical acclaim, while the industry as a whole became enormously
popular in the USSR as well as India. Indian film slowly began to gain global traction beyond
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the USSR in the late eighties with the rise of cheap VHS tapes, and the popularity of Amitabh
Bachchan’s “Angry Young Man” films which spoke to the global post-colonial societies. In the
nineties, a combination of technological advances and changes to how the Indian film industry
functioned led to a burst of popularity for Indian film in the first world. The films were able to
be widely distributed both in theaters and on DVD, and later through internet streaming services.
They quickly became popular throughout Europe, Australia, Canada, and America. Today, they
are part of the standard mass media consumption for many countries, regularly breaking into the
box office top twenty list and available in mainstream theaters, on television, and in video stores
as well as online.
The first public film exhibition took place in India in 1896, less than a year after the
Lumiere brothers debuted their device in Paris (Barnouw and Krishnamurthy 3). The first full
narrative feature was produced in 1913, only ten years after The Great Train Robbery signaled
the beginning of narrative film. By the twenties and thirties, India had its own film studios and
movie stars. However, all of these developments were hamstrung by the British colonizers.
To begin with, no filmmaking technology was imported into India, and even if it had
come in, there would be no way to gain training on it. India’s first filmmaker, Dadasaheb
Phalke, borrowed funds against his life insurance, and used the money to travel to Europe where
he bought a camera and an instruction manual to learn how to use it. When he found that was
not sufficient training, he went to the house of the author of his pamphlet to beg him for personal
instructions (Barnouw and Krishnamurthy 11-12). Phalke was driven by a vision: he wanted to
make a religious epic of Indian figures similar to those made in the west about Christian figures
(Barnouw and Krishnamurthy 11). He succeeded, and his first film, and the others that followed
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it, were enormously popular among the Indian audiences; however, they were looked down upon
by the elites and the British (Barnouw and Krishnamurthy 14).
Other studios gained respect by allying themselves with more critically acclaimed
Western artists. Most notably, the Bombay Talkies film studio was first founded using money
borrowed from UFA, the German National Film Studio during the Weimar Republic era. UFA
not only gave them money but, more importantly, expertise. The founders of Bombay Talkies,
husband and wife team Harivanshri Rai and Devika Rani, were trained on UFA studio sets in
Germany and their first films were directed by the German director Franz Osten (Bose 108).
They in turn went on to train most of the founding members of the Bombay film industry, giving
Bombay made films a certain level of technique and expertise that set them apart from the other
industrial centers in India.
After Alam Ara (1931), a fantasy film which was India’s first talkie, talking pictures
became the norm in India. Since India has multiple languages, each major language group
required its own studio system, stars, directors, and ultimately style. Early on, the Tamil film
industry became known for its historic epics and realistic dramas about social issues (Barnouw
and Krishnamurthy 107), Marathi for its earthy realism (Barnouw and Krishnamurthy 85),
Bengali for its high class tragedies (Barnouw and Krishnamurthy 76), and so on. The Bombaybased Hindi language industry came to dominate among them all due to the high quality of the
Bombay Talkies trained technicians, and the virtues of its location.
Bombay was, and is, a city of immigrants. The population comes from throughout India
and throughout the world. Together, they have created a simplified pan-Indian culture, including
language, fashion, and religion. This culture, most specifically its simplified form of Hindi, is
easily transferable throughout India. Since the beginning, most Bombay film artists were from
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outside of Bombay, immigrants from North and South India, Australia, London, Greece, Burma,
and so on. The film industry they created reflects all their influences and, with this all-inclusive
perspective, quickly became the main source of film throughout South Asia.
Indian film in general draws on three artistic traditions. The Natyasastra drama theory,
the Parsi theater, and the Ram-Leela religious plays. The Natyasastra is an ancient text
describing the basic tenants of drama. From this comes the “rasa” theory, which suggests that
drama create a series of emotions within one piece, rather than a singular tone, and that the actors
fully embrace each emotion as they perform it. The Parsi theater was a popular artform for
centuries, crafted by the Parsi community, a refugee group from what was then Persia that came
to India between the 8th and 10th centuries. It specializes in elaborate sets, massive dance
numbers, and general excess. Finally, the Ram-Leela religious plays use the well-known
religious archetypes and repeat the same stories with small differences over and over again for
audiences throughout India. The end result is Indian film, in which the same recognizable
character types perform the same stories with a focus on evoking emotions and massive excess is
present in the mise-en-scene.
During the colonial period, the multiple film industries of India, Bombay included, had to
struggle with censorship, economic limitations, and legal issues put upon them by the British.
Post-colonialism, many of these restrictions remained in place, evidence of the new Indian
government’s low opinion of film folk. Theaters were forced to show state-made documentaries
during prime ticket times (Barnouw and Krishnamurthy 186), the state run radio would not play
film songs (Barnouw and Krishnamurthy 150), and the film studios were denied industry status
which would have allowed them to issue stocks and raise funds more easily. Films could be
denied censor certificates for any reason the Censor board deemed legitimate and, without that
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certificate, it was illegal to show them and the negatives ran the risk of being seized and
destroyed (Barnouw and Krishnamurthy 133). Most of these practices were merely continuation
of British policy, only instead of British made films being considered superior and freed from
these restrictions, it was any art form not related to popular film, from classical dance to poetry
to documentaries.
The major difference for the film industry pre- and post-Independence was in the importexport laws. Where previously the British had heavily favored European made products, now
Indian goods were favored as American and European films were subject to high import taxes
(Barnouw and Krishnamurthy 181). On the one hand, this meant that serious film viewers in
India were forced to create cinema societies in order to import notable films from abroad and
view them in private halls, sometimes even within foreign embassies in order to circumvent
censorship restrictions (Barnouw and Krishnamurthy 182). On the other hand, this meant that
the Bombay based film industry was able to flourish in a remarkably nourishing environment. In
a country of billions, their only competition was from the regional Indian film industries which
tended to be limited by the reach of their language.
In this environment, with investment funds readily available from the newly rich Indian
war profiteers, with no competition, and with the exciting spirit of a newly free nation, Indian
film enjoyed a golden age in the 1950s. This was the beginning of the star system, and the
greatest stars were given carte blanche by their investors to make whatever film they chose. Raj
Kapoor, Dev Anand, Dilip Kumar, and Guru Dutt all rose to the challenge and created the
classics of Indian cinema. These films are unique in many ways. They have a strong social
conscious, born out of the recent freedom struggle. They are technically complex, using light
and shadow, camera angles, and set designs in ways that filmmakers still struggle to recreate to
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this day. And their narratives are original, the first versions of stories that have been remade and
reworked for decades since then. At the time, most critics disavowed these films (this is the era
in which the Bombay English language press coined the dismissive term “Bollywood”), but their
enduring popularity led to an eventual re-evaluation. Today, they are generally acknowledged
by critics, academics, and the educated public as the greatest films of Indian cinema.
The films of the 50s were also the first Indian films to be seen overseas. Although the
Indian import-export laws severely limited international film trade, they did not eliminate it
entirely. Russia, in particular, became an extremely successful market for Indian films. Indian
filmmakers and film stars, most importantly the pair Nargis and Raj Kapoor, were enormously
popular in Russia. One of their films was even flown to the North Pole as part of the Soviet
expedition (Barnouw and Krishnamurthy 153). During the same period, there was even a
Russian and Indian co-production, Pardesi (1957), based on the true story of a Russian explorer
who reached India in the early 1400s. Indian film remains popular throughout Russia and the
former USSR to this day.
In this same period, Indian film was also gaining popularity in other areas, although this
historical movement is hard to trace. Elfthreriotis notes that, while the popularity of Indian film
is an acknowledged phenomenon in Greek history during the 50s and 60s, it is extremely
difficult to actually confirm its popularity as there were no critical articles written at the time,
minimal advertising, and no effort taken to record box office records for the films. Instead,
studying the reception of the films requires digging through newspaper accounts, listening to oral
histories, and pursuing other non-traditional sources for film history (101). Similarly, there is
Vandevelde, Smets, Meers, Vande Winkel, and Van Bauwel’s research on the popularity of
Indian film in Belgium and de Groot’s on Indian film in the Netherlands. Taken together, these
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imply a wide-spread distribution network using back channels and reaching only the poorest
population, a network that is longstanding but difficult to trace as its audience was made up of
the poorest and least powerful citizens of their respective countries.
An Indian government statement from 1961 does provide the details of the dominance of
Indian film throughout the Middle East, South Asia, and Africa:
There are a hundred and one cinema theatres in British East and Central Africa, a
number of which exhibit Indian films….There are about forty theatres in Sudan, twenty
of which exhibit Indian films….There are seven theaters in Aden, four of which exhibit
Indian films frequently….There are six theatres in Bahrain, two or three of which show
Indian films….There are forty-seven theaters in Burma, thirty-four of which show Indian
films...There are twenty-eight theatres in Cambodia, most of which are exhibiting or are
willing to exhibit Indian films...Ceylan has two hundred and fifty theatres and Indian
films are shown in almost all...There are eight hundred and ninety-two cinemas in
Indonesia, most of which exhibit Indian films….There are about thirty theatres in
Teheran, the capital of Iran, twenty of which exhibit Indian films either regularly or
occasionally….There are about two hundred and ten theatres in Singapore, the Federation
of Malaya and British Borneo, fifty of which exhibit Indian films...There are about
eighty-five theatres in Thailand, a few of which are showing Indian films. (Barnouw and
Krishnamurthy 250)
This was also the era when Indian film was first recognized on the art circuit. Satayjit
Ray’s films became standbys at international film festivals, and K.A. Abbas’ Mother India
(1957) was nominated for an Academy Award. While Mother India enjoyed some degree of
popularity at home (mostly built off of the star power of Nargis), Satyajit Ray’s films were
virtually unknown outside of his native Bengal (Barnouw and Krishnamurthy 220). Ray’s films
did best when played to dedicated international film fans at cosmopolitan festivals, not to the
audiences at home or to the lower-class audiences in Greece or Belgium, or to the audiences in
the third world. Ray trained with Renoir and imitated Italian neo-realists. His films were
therefore popular with Western film fans familiar with those aesthetics, but unpopular with the
established Indian film audience who preferred the Indian film styles.
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The auteurs of the 1950s invented the basics of Indian film style and format, and the
producers of the 1950s managed to establish a stable national and international audience for
Indian film at home and abroad. Upon this firm base, Indian film was able to expand and grow
creatively for the next few decades. The social problem based films of the 1950s slowly gave
way to the colorful and light-hearted romances of the 1960s. In the 1970s, film entered a second
golden age with the rise of the superstar Amitabh Bachchan. Bachchan’s “Angry Young Man”
character provided an outlet for the simmering resentment of the Indian public, angry at the
broken promises of post-colonial society. Bachchan was and is beloved not only at home but
abroad. He recently received honors from the King of Morocco and a Legion of Honor from
France. After decades of steady artistic development and slow economic development,
everything began to change in the 1990s.
The biggest change happened in 1999 when the Indian government finally granted Indian
film industry status. Since then, most studios have grown enormously, and gained outside
investors. The distributor UTV is now owned outright by Disney Corporation and has become
one of the largest studios in India. The Indian Reliance Group, on the other hand, became a
distributor and theater owner both in India and abroad, and purchased the Steven Spielberg
founded Dreamworks Studio.
Even before these massive changes, there were indications that Indian film was gaining a
more international flair in response to the growing Indian diaspora. The Indian government, in
2003, started an active campaign to bring in investment from their Non-Resident Indians (NRIs)
with the offer of overseas citizenship (Malhotra and Alagh 27), but the film industry was ahead
of them. In 1994, Yash Raj films released Dilwale Dulhania Le Jayenge (DDLJ), directed by
Aditya Chopra, son of Yash Raj founder Yash Chopra. This film starred Shahrukh Khan and in
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many ways created his international stardom. His hero, Raj Malhotra, was the first Indian film
hero to be born and brought up abroad. This was a huge change. The first Indian film to even
have foreign location shooting was Sangam in 1964, just 30 years before DDLJ. Since then,
films would often set sequences overseas, either fantasy songs such as “Yeh Kahaan Aa Gaya
Hum” from Silsila (1982) in the tulip fields of Holland, or diegetic sequences such as the hero’s
journey to London in Parab Aur Paschim (1970). However, it was always clear that the hero, on
whose shoulders the film rested, was essentially Indian. DDLJ changed all that, making their
hero one who was born in London and returns to London at the happy ending, but still keeps
India in his heart. This was a new kind of Indian propaganda, one that emphasized the “Phir Bhi
Dil Hai Hindustani” (My heart remains Indian) sentiment first spouted by Raj Kapoor’s character
in Shree 420 (1955) when talking about foreign aid to India’s inability to alter the country’s
essential nature, repurposed to refer to Indians living in “foreign” lands (Mohammad, 1030).
Hand in hand with this narrative trend were marketing strategies. The first major concert
by Indian film stars outside of India was at Wembley Stadium in London in 1990. Since then,
international tours have become a regular event for all the major and minor stars, singers, and
even directors. The International Indian Film Awards were founded in 2000 and take place in a
different country each year, from South Africa to Canada to Singapore to Amsterdam to
Australia. Most importantly, Indian films themselves are gaining wider and wider releases with
more and more prints shipped overseas.
The most important factor in the success of these films is the number of prints made
available. No matter the genre, the star, the director, or the studio, the audience will buy every
ticket available for any Indian film released overseas, as shown through Fetscherin’s article on
Indian film ticket patterns abroad. DDLJ made 5 million dollars worldwide. Three years later,
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Kuch Kuch Hota Hai broke that record by making 11 million (Chopra Dilwale Dulhania 14). In
2014, PK made more than 10 million in America alone, despite being released on only 272
screens. It had the same per screen average profit as The Hobbit: Battle of the Five Armies,
released on the same day on 3,875 screens. The films sell themselves; the only problem has been
getting them to their audience.
These new films are notably different from the films of the previous decades. Priya Joshi
describes this new style of films as “Bollylite” and differentiates them from the previous history
of Indian film by several elements: family, social space, economic order, social mobility, conflict
and/or violence, national identity, and cinematic meaning (Joshi 255). Bollylite films have
established entrenched families; Bollywood films have dislocated and incomplete families.
Social space in Bollylite is always in the home, while in Bollywood it is in the streets, often in
the slums. The economic order is in transition in Bollywood, while in Bollylite it is stable.
Social mobility in Bollywood is primary--the characters are always moving up or down in the
social order--while in Bollylite it is irrelevant. Relatedly, conflict in Bollywood films is between
classes, while in Bollylite it is only within families. Like conflict, national identity is personal in
Bollylite, held within a person, while in Bollywood films it is a constant public struggle for the
heart of the national public. And finally, in terms of style, Bollywood films hide their meaning
(a tradition begun by the need to hide from first the British and then the Indian censors); it is
always in latent content instead of manifest. In Bollylite, this is reversed: meaning is always
manifest, and there are no hidden layers requiring expert knowledge. The changes made to the
Bollywood style in order to create the Bollylite style remove all difficulties, all specific ugliness
related to Indian culture. They form an idealized India easily packaged and sold overseas.
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What remains of the Bollywood style, what continues to make it unique, are the elements
Sheila Nayar describes as part of an oral narrative tradition, since Indian films were crafted for a
non-literate audience (24). Because of these differences, Indian films include elements common
to oral narratives, such as side stories that have little bearing on the main plot. Originality in
plots and character types is distrusted and there is a constant return to “mythic patterns” (51). In
terms of the style of storytelling, oral traditions prize the value of the spoken word and thus
explain the emphatic and bare statements made by characters in films as in the oral tradition to
say a thing is equivalent to doing it (34). Beyond the declarative vows frequently made by
characters, every conversation and interaction is heightened. This is a tradition common in oral
narratives where details need to be memorable in order for them to survive the retelling (32).
And finally, the characters themselves always need to be of recognizable types, easily
understandable through quick character sketches instead of through the subtle and internal
developments possible in a literate narrative (37). While the plot elements and details Joshi
mentions may have been slowly removed or changed in order to appeal to a new diaspora
audience in the 90s, the essential differences between Indian and other successful film industries
remained to make the diaspora audience feel at home.
Also in the late 90s, Indian films were arriving in international film festivals for the first
time since the 1960s with the combined success of Lagaan (2001) and Devdas (2000). These
films broke with the oral narrative tradition defined by Nayar. They included the excess of the
Parsi theater, the emotion of Rasa theory, and the character types of the myths, but their style
was literate. They avoided the sidetracks and repetitions of an oral story, their acting was more
naturalistic and “real”, and most importantly they were both period pieces. While historical
films are not unknown in India, they are unusual. Nayar points to the reason when she explains
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that, in an oral culture, everything must always happen in the present tense. While most Indian
films cover the entire life of the main character, there is no true sense of time passing beyond the
character aging. Clothing, cars, politics, all the significant indicators of history are ignored.
Instead, the films exist in an “ahistorical limbo” (50). In this, more than in any other regard,
Lagaan and Devdas were created to be palatable to an educated upper-class overseas audience,
not to the traditional lower-class and illiterate audience. The costumes, sets, and epic sweep of
the plots, presented in a literate rather than oral manner, drew in sophisticated film audiences
from Cannes to local film festivals and got Lagaan nominated for an Oscar and Devdas a
BAFTA. More importantly, they served as an introduction for countless new viewers to Indian
film.
Devdas and Lagaan were well-timed introductions. Unlike Ray’s films or the other
Indian features which periodically broke into the western audience but failed to create a lasting
impact, these arrived in synch with the rise of the internet and the global culture it supports. The
largest Indian distributor, Eros Entertainment, opened an office in New Jersey and started selling
DVDs through their website. The largest studio in India, Yash Raj, started offering high quality
DVDs for international customers with subtitles in every language from Hebrew to Spanish
direct through their website. In recent years, Eros has changed its website to offer direct
streaming through subscription, worldwide. Other studios like Rajshri are offering films for sale
through youtube, GooglePlay, and Amazon.com. Yash Raj sells their streaming rights for North
America to Netflix.
More than the films, information was also distributed through the internet. Rediff.com,
the leading online Indian news source with offices in Mumbai and New York, was incorporated
in 1996. BollywoodHungama.com was founded in 1997 and currently gets traffic from 127
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countries worldwide. Smashits, a website to stream trailers and music from the Indian film
industry, launched in 1999. The CEO of Smashits went on to work for Saavn.com, currently the
largest streaming music service in India, headquartered in the US and specializing in Indian film
music. Because of the internet, the film industry as well as its ancillary elements are increasingly
transnational.
Currently, Indian films regularly open in countries worldwide from Peru to China,
breaking into the box office top ten in the UK, America, and Australia. There are multiple
streaming websites, as well as DVDs available for rent through the mail from American based
websites, and for sale from Amazon. Most recently, ebay.com has allowed for local store
owners in India to interact with international customers.
Artistically, this has meant that the films being made by the Bombay industry in recent
years have become more and more international in flavor. They are regularly set overseas in
places from South Africa to New Zealand to Brazil. The simplified Hindi of Bombay has now
expanded to include English phrases. One of the biggest stars today, Katrina Kaif, was raised in
London and Jamaica and didn’t even speak Hindi when she first joined the industry. The films
are also becoming shorter, with fewer songs. At the same time, the rural and lower class
audience remained loyal to their traditional Indian film styles. Their needs are increasingly filled
by the regional film industries which have remained strong to this day, while the Bombay-based
industry looks to the international box office and the urban multiplexes for its profits.
In the following chapters, non-Indian fans discuss many of the elements mentioned
above, from the superior quality of films from the 1950s to the current differences between
regional and Hindi language films. They are able to know these facts because of the rise of the
internet, which allows them access to multiple informative websites as well as sources for film
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viewing. What they are not necessarily aware of, or do not acknowledge, is that they themselves
are an audience partially created by the Indian film industry for profit. The changes, in content,
publicity, and distribution, were aimed at the growing Indian diaspora. In the US alone, the
Asian population jumped from 4.2% in 2000 to 9.7% in 2010 (Census.gov). Aditya Chopra’s
film DDLJ was the first to actively go after this audience and its phenomenal success ensured
that others would follow in his footsteps. What these filmmakers may not have realized, or
expected, is that by aiming films at the diaspora living in the first world, they also targeted nondiaspora members. The narratives were changed just enough to make them relatable to what
they pictured someone raised in the West would enjoy: the films were released in Western
theaters; and they were promoted on satellite channels and public access programs. At the same
time, the films still retain some degree of specifically Indian, or at least Indian heritage,
perspective. This perspective is forced on the viewer by the uniquely emotional style of filming
which draws in the viewer on a pre-intellectual level. The same things that would make them
accessible to the diaspora have also made the films since the 1990s more accessible to any firstworlder. As will be shown in the next chapter, in many ways the non-Indian heritage audience
for these films matches the profile of the typical Indian diaspora audience member, and has
learned from the films to think like an Indian or a member of the Indian diaspora.
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Chapter 3:
Woman, White, and Well-Over 21: The Typical Fan

Through the use of demographic data and specific data related to their fandom, this
chapter explicates the limits of this research project by defining the sub-category of fans who
were able to respond to this survey. As it was conducted primarily online and on English
language websites, the majority of respondents were from English speaking countries with
widespread internet access. Moreover, as these websites and fansites tend to deal with more
esoteric and analytical responses to the films, the fans tended to be more educated. A survey
conducted in the “real” world, for instance audience members at an Indian movie theater or
costumers at an Indian DVD rental store, might have generated a response from a broader crosssection of classes. However, such a study would have been severely limited in terms of
geography, whereas conducting research online allowed me to receive responses from through
out North America, as well as Europe, Africa, South America, Russia, and Australia, providing
an international overview of the fan community.
I reached out through the internet asking as many fans as possible to respond to a survey
of 15 questions. I was able to get permission to post these surveys on the fan websites Beth
Loves Bollywood, and the forum BollyWHAT. I also posted them on forums on planetsrk.com,
hrithikrules.com, and aishwaryaspice.com, as well as the Shammi Kapoor facebook page. I
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encouraged respondents to forward this survey to any other fans they knew or any other fan
community of which they were a part. The plurality of the respondents found the survey through
Beth Loves Bollywood or BollyWHAT. In addition, some respondents gave me personal contact
information for other potential research subjects and suggested I reach out to them directly,
which I did, and which resulted in another large number of respondents. On my behalf, a
respondent from Hong Kong posted on a Taiwanese fansite, another from Brazil reached out to
her community, and a third from Greece posted it to a Greek fansite. I received a total of 128
responses to the basic survey. In addition, I received 34 more detailed interactions through
email. Finally, I was able to coordinate 9 phone interviews and one in-person interview. Before
discussing any of my more detailed results, I want to discuss and analyze the basic data received
in response to the less complex questions asked through the survey.

How old are you?
The majority of the respondents were between twenty and 40, with a peak at the early
30s. To some degree, this merely reflects the
ages of the majority of internet users (Son and
Kim 514). However, this is significant in terms
of immigration patterns and release dates of
films. There was a burst of immigration from
Figure 3.1

India to western countries in the 70s and 80s.

The children of those immigrants were coming of age as contemporaries with the non-Indian
fans who are now in their 20s and 30s. Many respondents reported being introduced to Indian
film by Indian heritage friends and acquaintances. Even if they were not directly introduced to
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the films through this connection, they would already be conditioned to be more familiar and
comfortable with the culture than an older generation who grew up with fewer South Asian
contemporaries.
As you can see by the graph below, the vast majority of respondents were first introduced
to Indian film through a film released between 1997 and 2005. This would place the current 30
year olds in their late teens or early twenties when these film released, a time when they would
be old enough to have the freedom to search out and choose their own media, as well as when
they would presumably be in a transition point in their lives, leaving them open to new interests.
In addition, this would place their first experience with Indian film in the early years of the
internet as a widely accessible resource. While America, Europe, and developed Asia had the
greatest access per citizen at this time (Bradshaw 114), internet users in South Asia grew 346%
between 1998 and 2004 (James 279). Fans located in America at this time would have access to
the internet and be able to go online and find information and resources from these new South
Asian users in order to learn more about Indian media products.
While the fan community now peaks around age 30, there are still many fans in their
teens and early twenties. Many of my respondents in more extended answers indicated that their
first film caused them to be interested, but it was only after several years and several films that
they reached their current level of fandom. With that in mind, it is significant that the greatest
number of respondents are now in the 30s, but first discovered the films in their 20s. In contrast,
many of the respondents who are now in their 20s indicated they had recently found the films
and were interested in learning more. The respondents who were older than 30 indicated that
their knowledge had grown to such an extent that they no longer felt the need to participate in
online communities as they were involved in more activities in the “real” world (organizing film
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festivals, writing books, etc). In addition, as they aged conflicting responsibilities intruded;
respondents mention factors ranging from career, to aging parents, to children. These
responsibilities did not stop their fandom, but it did prevent them from devoting as much time to
participating in the fan community. It is likely that a similar survey, conducted ten years from
now, would find the same age dispersion pattern as today’s new fans in their twenties age into
devoted fans in their thirties, while today’s thirty year old devoted fan community becomes a less
active internet presence as they age.

What is your
gender?
The fandom is strongly weighted towards female
fans, notable in an online based fandom where men
often dominate. This is closely related to the post2000s Shahrukh Khan vehicles which this fandom
Figure 3.2

finds most appealing. This gender divide is present

among the entire audience for Indian film. As described by Chopra (DDLJ 13), the boost in the
Indian film industry enjoyed in the 1990s was due to the films turning away from their majority
male audience of the 80s and towards more family friendly fare. Ganti describes in her book
how film producers now search for films that will appeal to the “Aunties” (“Producing
Bollywood” 294), with the belief that the older women would bring their families to the theaters
with them, thereby increasing the number of tickets sold, and making them more desirable than a
male audience which would be able to see a film alone.
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In the Indian film fandom as a whole, there is still a strongly male and aggressive tone.
The India based fansites for the general audience, such as Rediff.com and
Bollywoodhungama.com, frequently fall victim to this mentality with commentators descending
into racial and religious epithets and sexual commentary. The sites themselves can also tend
towards an aggressively male perspective. Rediff.com, generally a respected and reliable source
for film news, also has a recurring feature in which an actress’s face is obscured and the readers
are “challenged” to recognize her based purely on the basis of her body. These photos usually
include a bare back, prominent breasts, or some other sexual element, inviting the reader to
reduce the woman to a single bodily element.
However, within the non-Indian fan community, the popular websites used are a “safe”
space. Primarily female, with female concerns being the main talking points (character arcs for
female characters, attractiveness of male stars, etc.), the most active and engaged fans, the ones
who would respond to my survey, tend to be female. This is not to say that there are not male
fans as well who think deeply on these topics, but based on my interviews, they are ones who are
able to surpass traditional gender roles, or branch out from the standardized fandom of
Shahrukh/2000s films and instead find the more obscure (for a Western audience) male oriented
films such as the 80s action films or the present day regional movies. With that in mind, the
strong gender divide in this fandom is a reflection both of women as a whole seeking a
welcoming and encouraging narrative form, which Indian film created in order to entice women
back to the theaters, and the efforts this fan community has made to be one of the safe female
havens on the internet.

Do you have children?
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The graph showing how many fans have children is closely tied with the one indicating
age. As mentioned above, many respondents indicated in the longer answers that the
responsibilities they gained later in life, including children, forced them to spend less time on
their fandom. This would also lead to the

Do you Have
Children?

conclusion that fewer fans with children would
have the time to complete my survey, or even

150
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50
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0
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stay current with the websites where it was
posted.

Yes

However, there is another possibility.

Figure 3.3

Researchers have found among Indian heritage
Indian film fans that watching the movies becomes a family activity. Their family
responsibilities limit them, but at the same time provide a readymade community. Monika
Mehta, a working academic, indicates this when describing how watching the films with her very
young daughter eventually led to a journal article. She was able to enjoy them differently by
seeing them through her daughter’s eyes (238). For the diaspora community in particular,
watching films is a major part of instructing their children on their Indian identity. Mothers will
share them with their children, often using the opportunity to pass on family values
(Punathambekar 159). The films will also become a bonding experience between in-laws,
sisters, etc. Especially during a time when women are tied to the home due to young children,
the films provide a way to bond and interact with fellow caregivers without requiring leaving the
home (Bhattacharya 169, 170). The interviews and longer exchanges I have had indicate that
many non-Indian fans with children attempted to share their interest, with some success.
Therefore, it is also possible that there were fewer respondents to my survey with children
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because they no longer need to participate in an online film community as they have found one at
home.

What is your ethnic
identity?
There were many different ethnicities
cited by the respondents. I tried to combine
them where it was plausible in order to make
this graph easier to read, but it is still very
long and complex. By far the most common
ethnicity is white/Caucasian. Many of the
other categories could easily also be
interpreted as Caucasian or white. While
there is a remarkable diversity in the variety
of responses, ultimately they paint a picture
of a primarily European heritage fandom.
As this is closely tied with respondent’s
nationalities, I will discuss both results in the
next section.

In what country do
you live?

Figure 3.4

There are several possible reasons for the majority American response indicated in this
graph and the majority caucasian/white response to the previous one. First, and most
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importantly, Americans have a much higher rate of access to the internet, where this survey was
posted, than other countries (James, Bradshaw). Secondly, the survey was posted on English
language sites, which would decrease the number of responses from non-English speaking
countries where the internet is also common. And finally, as indicated in a longer response from
a respondent from Hong Kong, the discourse of American based fan blogs is still tinged with
Orientalism, which resulted in her being “ put off by how they still judge the films and the
culture with Western values (and self-righteousness) at times.” While the Indian film fan
community is a haven for women from the male centric internet community at large, it is
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Figure 3.5

unfortunately not safe from the white centric internet community.
The higher rates of internet access, English ability, and Orientalist attitudes still do not
fully explain why my survey respondents failed to match long established historical patterns of
Indian film distribution. Larkin describes a massive fandom for Indian films in Nigeria. Dudrah
does the same for Britain, and scholars from Barnouw and Krishnamurthy to Lipkov and
Mathew have indicated the same about Russia. And yet, respondents to this survey from those
countries are minimal. A respondent with Hmong heritage may provide an explanation for this.
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As she indicated in further interactions, her entire American Hmong immigrant community
watched Indian films. They would rent them from Hmong grocery stores on VHS with Hmong
dialogue dubbed in and watch them as a family. There would be no need for someone to break
out of this closed circuit unless higher education or some other life change made them search for
a different type of interpretive community. For this respondent, it was only after she became an
adult and wanted to learn more and think more about the films that she found the internet
community. As the graph below shows, the majority of the members of the online fan
community are highly educated, allowing for a different kind of discourse than might be found
among a general fandom in the well-established fan communities.

What is the highest level of schooling you
have had?
60
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40
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Level of Schooling

As you can see from this graph, the vast
majority of my respondents were highly educated. This
is no doubt to some degree related the general tendency
of internet users to be more highly educated (Bradshaw
115). Besides these considerations, as South Asians
have a much higher rate of higher education (according

Figure 3.6

to the Pew Research Center, 70% of Indian Americans

have a Bachelors degree or higher), the experience of attending college would serve in most
countries to force a person into contact with friends and acquaintances of South Asian heritage
and add to their familiarity and comfort with Indian film.
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One of the few respondents who did not attain a higher degree, and does not plan to
pursue it, indicated that he has had a difficult time interesting his friends and acquaintances in
the films. He suspects this is because of their lack of education--not because of any specific lack
of knowledge but because they lack the generally broadening experience of attending college.
This is supported by the fact that many of the respondents
indicated that their degree was in a field unrelated to India or
film. The benefit of a college education was to broaden their
mind and their experiences of life in general in order to open
them up to art from another culture.

What was the first movie
you saw?
As mentioned previously, Indian film gained an
enormous boost at the turn of the century, which is obvious
from both these graphs. The films of the early 2000s tend to
be easier “entry” films for an unfamiliar viewer. They were
aimed at the growing diaspora audience, and therefore
included fewer complex social and historical allusions than
earlier films. In addition, they tended to be more technically
and narratively accessible. Everything from the quality of
Figure 3.7

the film stock to the depiction of religion was designed to be

more aligned with Western standards.
As you can see from the graph, Devdas and Lagaan were by far the most common first
film to be seen. Respondents mentioned viewing them at film festivals, finding them in local
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libraries, or on Netflix. These were the first two films to gain wide release and attention at
international film festivals. Surrounding this peak at the turn of the century, there were the
earlier successes presaging these films in the mid- to late nineties, notably Kuch Kuch Hota Hai
(1998) and DDLJ (1994), and the later hits like Om Shanti Om (2008) and 3 Idiots (2009) which
went after a similar audience through wide global

Year Released-First
Film Watched

availability and accessible narratives and filming
styles. All but four of the films on the graph are part
of the mainstream Hindi industry, and all but four of
them were released after 1990.

30
20
10

What is your favorite
Figure 3.8
movie of theirs [your favorite
star] and why?
Many respondents had multiple choices here; for

the purposes of this graph I included the first named, but I
will be dealing with them all when I discuss attitudes and
tastes in more detail in the following chapters. As these are
representative of the respondents’ favorite actors, the
responses to this question can be expanded to mean that
they enjoy not just this particular film, but the entire genre
surrounding it. On the other hand, while the majority of
films are still from the post-Indian liberalization 1990s,
there are more films included from earlier eras, going all
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the way back to the industry’s golden age in the 1950s. In addition to moving back towards the
1950s, these responses also move forward to the present day with films like Yeh Jawaani Hai
Deewani (2013). They indicate an evolving and contemporary set of interests.
Most notable is the sheer number of the films themselves. While there were only 53
different movies noted as the first ones watched, and

Year ReleasedFavorite Film of
Favorite Star

almost a quarter of them were just Devdas and Lagaan,
the current favorite movies have 68 choices with the
20

largest majority being merely 8. 7 of these films are

Figure 3.10

1990s. As you can see, there is much greater diversity on this graph than on the previous one.
There is even more diversity than is found among the Indian fan community: Bhattacharya
reported that 29% of her respondents among the
diaspora chose the same film as their favorite,
Sholay (1975) (170). While the films of the
early 2000s acted as their entry point, many
respondents to my survey quickly moved past
that genre and into others.

Who is your Favorite
movie star?
Again, there is a surprising amount of
diversity in these selections, which include
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several regional stars and stars from previous eras. There is one glaring lack in these responses,
in that no respondent indicated a preference for Salman Khan, the third member of the Khan
triumvirate who has ruled Indian film for the past two decades. While Salman is also popular
abroad, his fans tend to be lower class. Often, he is identified with the struggling Muslim
minority community (Ashraf). He is also strongly masculine. Although he got his start as a
romantic hero, for the past few years, since the release of the surprise success Wanted (2009), he
has specialized in action films. Therefore, while many respondents indicated familiarity both
with him and his films, he would not be their favorite star as his brand does not speak to a highly
educated and female audience.
The other members of the Khan triumvirate are present. Aamir Khan is the second most
popular choice, and Shahrukh Khan is the most popular. This is logical, as they are both popular
both at home and abroad. Aamir’s popularity in particular also indicates a certain standard for
film in terms of social content and technical expertise, which would be in line with the higher
levels of education indicated previously among this fan community (Dasgupta 97). However,
Aamir does not reach out to the female audience, and falls behind Shahrukh in his efforts to
create a global brand through international ad campaigns, performances, etc., thus his secondary
position in this fan community matching his secondary position in the diaspora fan community.
Ultimately the actor Shahrukh Khan is by far the dominant choice. The choice of
Shahrukh, followed by Aamir, actually indicates the unity of the overseas audience. While in
India, he is still challenged by Salman Khan and Aamir Khan, in the NRI audience Shahrukh
Khan has long been the most popular choice (Dasgupta 151). His star brand is calculated to
appeal to the global market, whether of Indian heritage or not.
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Part of this appeal is in the way he interacts with the patriarchal elements still apparent in
Indian culture. From the beginning Shahrukh has chosen to place himself in female spaces,
whether it is the kitchen in DDLJ or the bathtub in Lux soap ads. His attitude is “‘...to be
compared to a woman is an honour. I have a lot of a woman in me’” (Dasgupta 144) and his
films support this. As mentioned previously, the films of the late 90s and early 2000s were made
with the “auntie” audience in mind. However, as Malhotra and Alagh have shown, they still
have a strong patriarchal element; it is merely that this element is presented within the female
realm of the home and the romance, rather than in the more male oriented political or criminal
realm (28). Among these patriarchy-pushing films, Shahrukh has created female-empowering
scripts (Dasgupta “SRK” 160), which are therefore more appealing to women worldwide and
more acceptable to women in progressive countries. As the majority of the fans surveyed are
educated women from western countries, Shahrukh would be as appealing to them as he is to
women of the diaspora with the same profile. The choice of a favorite star is the most defining
element of Indian film fandom; by choosing Shahrukh, the members of the non-Indian fandom in
western countries ultimately have the same tastes as the members of the diaspora who are their
friends and neighbors.
The over-all responses to the demographic questions on this survey provide a fairly
specific picture of the typical fan. She is in her mid to late thirties, white, childless, and highly
educated. Her tastes tend generally towards the films of the late nineties through today, mostly
modern romances with an international and westernized sensibility. To some degree, this profile
is a result of the industry decisions made in India to seek out a more female and western
audience. However, it is also a result of how the films are spread among fans. As the following
chapter will discuss, most fans find the films through a personal introduction by a friend. As
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people with similar demographic backgrounds will be more likely to form friendships, the films
have remained within this limited social group.
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Chapter 4
“I’m a bit like a drug peddler, because I know how to
hook people”: The Spread of Indian Film

As previously discussed, these films are not widely advertised outside of their natural
audience, and the “official” representatives of India both at home and abroad in academia,
government, and so on tend to discriminate against the films as they are associated with the
lower classes. As the participants of this study are not natural members of the Indian audience
through Indian heritage, an essential question becomes; how did they find the films and become
members of this community? A study of the ways in which the films are disseminated is also a
study of how information can be distributed globally outside of the official channels.
The responses to this question broke down into 8 general categories: word of mouth,
television, the internet, libraries or DVD stores, school, film festivals, listening to music, and
travel to India. Respondents provided varying degrees of detail as to how their introduction
functioned; I have included extensive quotes and examples from certain representative responses
for each category. By far the most important element seemed to be a proper preparation and
receptive mood, which was most easily created through having a friend with them to introduce
the films, and baring that, by being able to easily find the films either online on their computer or
on their television when the perfect mood happened to strike them.
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As is to be expected, a large number of fans found Indian film through word of mouth,
about a quarter of those who indicated the source of their interest said it came about through a
friend’s introduction. As Athique found when studying Indian film distribution in Australia,
Vendevelde, Smets, Meers, Winkel and Bauwel found in Belgium and Punathambekar found
among the diaspora in America, Indian film is not regularly promoted outside of the Indian
community. Film screenings and DVDs in particular are distributed through back channels
within the Indian immigrant community. Even now, when the films regularly open alongside
mainstream releases at multiplexes throughout the world, advertising, posters, etc. are still aimed
at the diaspora audience. Therefore, most awareness outside of this community is limited to
word of mouth.
Interestingly, an exception to this word of mouth spread is in television. Indian shows on
TV are available equally to anyone with a remote. Unlike DVD outlets, ads and interviews in
ethnic newspapers, and small Indian only movie theaters, television cannot be limited to diaspora
only areas within the larger culture. Therefore, my results show that television tied with word of
mouth as the most popular source for the original introduction to Indian film at 27 responses out
of 99 (not all respondents provided a clear answer to this question). For years now, public
service channels have broadcast programs aimed at the Indian diaspora; satellite television has
allowed viewers to watch channels broadcast from India; and the occasional national network
channel, cable or broadcast, may feature a spotlight on Bollywood. Respondents described
finding Indian film on TV everywhere from Denmark to Ireland to San Francisco.
The next most popular source after TV and word of mouth, at 16 responses, was the
internet. Several respondents mentioned Netflix in particular, as suggesting they may enjoy an
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Indian film based on their previous selections. Others saw mentions in blogs, newspaper articles,
and other sources they regularly read online which sparked their interest.
After these three most common sources, the remainders tend to fall into 6 roughly equal
groups. There were 6 respondents who found Indian film through browsing DVD shelves either
at their local library or DVD store, another 6 who found it through a class at school, 5 who saw a
film at a festival, 5 who first heard the music and then came to find the films, and 5 who found it
through travel to India. While these sources all had a similar numerical impact, they are very
different in meaning and therefore I will discuss them separately later.
In order to further investigate this pattern, I would like to discuss in detail some
representative stories of how respondents found the films. Respondent “Jim” both found the
films through word of mouth and has become a frequent guide to the films for his friends in turn,
often hosting movie nights and attempting to get more people interested in them. Originally, a
good friend of his (who is now an active Bollywood blogger) invited him to watch Om Shanti
Om with her. They had already often enjoyed pop culture together, for instance attending rock
concerts together for years, and she was fairly sure he would enjoy the film. Jim did, and since
then has gone on to enjoy both films and live performances of Bollywood artists with his friend.
The experience benefited both of them: she was able to gain a companion in her interest, and Jim
was able to gain a new interest.
Since then, Jim has made an effort to introduce many other people to the films. He used
to have co-workers over to his house for annual movie nights, and he has introduced “nieces and
nephews, friends' kids, my cousins' children and other youngsters to the genres...nearly all of
them took to it immediately.” Jim feels sharing these films is important because he lives in the
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American Midwest and there aren’t many opportunities to see other cultures, so to show
someone an Indian film, especially a young person, is to “open a little world for them.”
What is unusual about Jim’s story is the level of success he has had. While many
respondents reported attempting to introduce the films to others--as one said, “That’s a thing you
just can’t keep to yourself”--not all of them have found success. Or rather, they have only found
qualified success. Many of them tended to use religious language, saying they are an
“evangelist” or are looking for “converts.” With that in mind, it is not enough for these fans that
their family might be willing to watch a film with them, or enjoy going to a theater; they are
looking for the same level of deep connection and commitment to the films that one might have
towards a religion. When they don’t find it, they are dissatisfied. As one fan described, “I have
tried to convert my immediate circle of family, friends, and children. Everyone thinks I am
crazy and can't understand what I see in the films.” However, she goes on to say that “The one
thing we all basically agree on though is the dancing and the costumes. They can be pretty
amazing.” Obviously, her family and friends are finding elements of the films enjoyable, but
they do not have the same deep reaction she craves. This is a desire that begins immediately:
one of the most recently arrived fans to respond to my survey (interested in the films for less than
a year), reached out to me in a follow-up email to ask if I had any suggestions for films she could
show to others to get them interested, as she had already tried and failed.
It is this quest for someone who understands which seems to drive most fans to
“evangelize.” Many of them described trying to interest friends, family, co-workers, or anyone
who was willing, looking for a receptive audience whom they could turn into a companion in
fandom (as happened with Jim and his friend). Going back to Jim’s response, a key element in a
successful “conversion” is selecting the correct film to show as an introduction. As he says, “I’m
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a little bit like a drug peddler, because I know how to hook people.” Jim suggests using Om
Shanti Om, or another similar film with songs and “cute guys.” Most of the respondents
mentioned that selecting the right film is key, although there was some slight disagreement as to
what that film might be. One mentioned 3 Idiots (a college comedy with a strong social
component and few song sequences) and Delhi Belly (a raunchy comedy with almost no songs),
while another indicated that she used Kal Ho Na Ho, Devdas, and Vivah (all melodramatic
romances with lengthy song sequences). However, no matter the response, it was clear that they
had a different category of films for those who were “new” versus those who were older
converts. It is this separate category of film that explains the correlation between the similar
films noted as “first movie watched” and the number of fans who were introduced through
friends. It is the content of Devdas and Lagaan that is so distinctly “newbie” friendly which
leads so many fans to use them as “introduction films,” even if they are not their current favorites
(in Chapter 5, I will discuss in more detail what about these films makes them particularly useful
as introductory pieces).
More than selecting the right film, there is the deeper matter of appropriately getting the
audience acclimated and adjusted. Several fans indicated using the same films as introduction,
but with varying degrees of success between fans. Jim indicates that “you have to kind of guide
them through it to begin with, there’s kind of a rhythm you have to get into...So many of these
movies, like the first half hour, you go ‘what the fuck is going on’ and it’s so meandering and
pointless, and then the movie really starts.” It is this unique pacing that can be so challenging for
new viewers. Indian film is designed differently from films that follow the Hollywood tradition
of filmmaking; filmmaker to Rakesh Roshan describes how he puts a film together, with the first
half an hour to forty minutes serving merely to establish the characters and situation, ending on a
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cliffhanger at intermission, and finally a sudden climax at the end (Ganti “Guidebook” 175-176).
This process is familiar to the Indian audience and works well in the group setting where films
are usually shown. It takes patience and preparation for a new audience member to adjust to the
Indian structure and style.
The second most common category of film introduction, through television, indicates that
a “newbie” film and a personal introduction are not necessarily needed in order to intrigue a new
audience member. Instead, television provides easy access to the films right in your living room,
and the ability to turn them on and off at will. Through the neutrality of merely turning on the
television and letting it play, the films are able to overcome what Jim describes as “needing to
get into the rhythm of them.” Two respondents who explained in detail their experience with TV
were “Don” and “Hanna”. For Don, he came to the films through a variety show on public
access. He was able to see several songs and elements separate from the films, and therefore
became interested in learning more, finally ordering DVDs to watch through Netflix. The appeal
was not the narrative, but the spectacular elements, “the stunning women and the dancing.”
Once he was intrigued by those elements, he was able to enjoy the narrative elements, the filmic
style, the acting, and everything else that makes up Indian film.
Hanna, in contrast, was intrigued by the narrative. She had already seen many films, first
with Indian and Pakistani friends, later during a trip to India, but “the addiction kicked in when I
saw DDLJ late one night on television.” Again, DDLJ is a common introduction film used for
“newbies.” That particular night, Hanna had been out very late, had a fight with a friend, and
had had to walk home. Emotionally and physically exhausted, she turned on the television and
was transported by the film almost immediately, watching it through the night until the sun rose.
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The intimacy of the television and the content of the film combined to create the perfect situation
for her emotional needs at the moment.
While television used to be the only way to access this community without needing to go
to the physical area where it lives, the internet has now created a new virtual location, equally
available to all. It requires more effort than just turning on the TV--thus the lower number of
respondents who first used it--but it is still an excellent source for information and content. As
mentioned, many fans found Indian film through Netflix. Netflix excels at providing appropriate
“newbie” films. One respondent, “John,” who is now a film critic specializing in Indian film and
involved in putting together an Indian film festival, mentioned that the first movie he saw
through Netflix was Zinda (2006), a remake of a Korean film. This is not a good “newbie” film
(as John now acknowledges); it has dark content, no large song sequences, and rather than
creating a uniquely Indian narrative, it is merely a watered down version of the Korean original.
However, watching the initial film led Netflix to suggest he might enjoy Om Shanti Om (the
same film Jim suggests as best for new viewers and the first film he watched). Again, it was a
revelatory experience. John says “I got 15 minutes into it, and then stopped and said "I have to
watch this with my wife"”--it was already such a meaningful experience for him that it would be
wrong not to share it with her.
Besides Netflix, there are many blogs, websites, and articles which provide handy lists of
appropriate “newbie” films. Fans such as John report being able to enjoy the films from these
lists without needing a personal introduction to them. However, many of these fans, like John,
were already sophisticated film watchers. The effort and interest involved in tracking down
suggestions for films reveals an open mind and eagerness for new experiences, which would
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make a person receptive to these films even without the personal introduction provided by
friends.
When looking at the remaining sources, what is interesting is that the locations that might
traditionally carry the cultural responsibility of educating the public are in fact some of the worst
at informing the public about Indian film. Libraries, schools, and film festivals do not have a
very good track record with informing fans. One of the most popular bloggers has a degree in
library science and reported that the Public Library Association had a talk in the early 2000s
about the importance of adding Indian DVDs to library collections, and in response several
fellow librarians got in touch with her asking for information. Another popular blogger is a
working librarian and got interested in the films due to noticing how often they were checked
out. While these stories point to librarians and libraries making a conscious effort to include
these films in their collections, it appears that there is not necessarily an effort to learn more
about them. I heard no stories of librarians or libraries creating special areas for Indian films in
their collection, encouraging patrons to check them out, or even purposefully selecting films for
their collections that would work well for new viewers.
As discussed above, in order for a “successful” conversion, it is necessary to select an
appropriate “newbie” friendly film, and for the newcomer to properly be mentally prepared for
the new film style. This is best accomplished by an existing fan guiding them, or by the
television in their living room making an appropriate introduction film along with additional
elements of Indian popular culture available at the touch of a button. Merely putting DVDs on
shelves, especially DVDs chosen more for their objective quality and importance than for their
newcomer-friendliness, is not optimal. One of the few respondents to find film through libraries
mentioned that it was the packaging which drew her to her first movie (Om Shanti Om again).
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Interestingly, in this case, the film producers themselves are serving to “push” Bollywood
correctly, by packaging the best “newbie” movies in the most “newbie” appealing kind of
packaging. Ultimately, libraries are not the best source: by fulfilling their function as neutral
custodians, librarians cannot also provide the necessary “evangelist” element, and the effort
involved in selecting and choosing to watch an Indian DVD without encouragement is more than
most new viewers can be expected to make.
In contrast, classes and schools should be the appropriate place for this “evangelism” to
take place. Teachers have an obligation to provide their students with their best judgments on a
product and to open their eyes to a larger world; however that can best be accomplished.
Frustratingly, when it comes to Indian film, on the whole they seem to abdicate this
responsibility. For instance, a respondent from New Zealand mentioned that “I majored in
Media Studies at university (a heavily film based degree) but in the four years I studied we didn't
once address Bollywood or Indian film.” Other respondents mentioned seeing only one film, or
even just an excerpt of a film, as part of their degrees in media or film studies. Considering that
Indian film is the largest film industry in the world, this is a shocking lack on the part of film
programs.
On the other hand, while traditional academic institutions are failing for the most part, the
students who attend them are easily able to find resources elsewhere. For instance, another
respondent stated that “I’m a film scholar and I’ve been a film scholar since the 1980s...If you’re
a film scholar, you can’t really say you’re a film scholar and not know about Indian film. Even
before I became a scholar...I’d been a film watcher and you don’t have to be a film watcher for
long without knowing that Indian cinema has been a big deal since film was invented.” This
same respondent who trumpets the responsibility of scholars to be aware of multiple films
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describes her learning process as beginning at a local Indian film theater, not in a classroom
setting.
The few respondents who did find Indian film in the classroom, often found the films not
through a media or film class, but through a class in a different discipline. Another respondent
discusses her introduction coming when “A teacher showed the first hour to 90 minutes in an
early morning music class in 2004. We watched a film from a pirate release of some kind as an
example of popular Indian music...I like the fact that rather than just showing us song sequences,
the teacher let us see how the songs fit a context...of the filmed narrative.” Another respondent
is herself a teacher in an urban high school. She started to show the films to her students initially
in order to bridge cultural gaps between the American-born students and the many recent Somali
immigrants who had moved into her district. Eventually, she would “work in” the films to any
class she was teaching. They served to interest the students in another culture, and often were
actually relevant to her topic (geography, civics, etc.). However, the school administration did
not see any value in this and eventually forced her to stop showing them during class time.
In terms of film festivals, respondents from the Netherlands to Minnesota to Texas
reported experiencing the films in festivals. The respondent from the Netherlands mentioned
seeing Indian films regularly at two festivals each year, the Helsinki International Film Festival
and the Seasons Film Festival. As she describes it, “They tend to grab everything from
acclaimed animation to foreign popular cinema to American/European/Asian art/independent
films to documentaries etc. They basically can have the box office smash hit from Germany but
also the critically acclaimed Iranian film and the Hong Kong action hit and the Indonesian horror
smash etc etc. So it's been a very comprehensive but random selection.” With that in mind,
Indian films were showcased not necessarily as “art” films, but rather as popular films from
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another country that the audience would not otherwise necessarily be able to enjoy, just like
films from Germany or Indonesia. This is different from the pattern Athique reported in
Australia, where the films shown in the local ethnic movie theater were strikingly different from
those shown at film festivals (“Watching” 128). Interestingly, however, after the first year in
which the festival reached beyond the Indian hits in order to try to find some “quality” works
(Lootera [2013], based on an O’Henry story; Kai Po Che [2013] about communal violence and
Barfi [2013] in which the hero is a deaf mute), they stopped playing them altogether the next
year, perhaps feeling that now the films were no different from those they showed from other
countries.
This might be related to an issue reported by John, who is currently involved in two
separate film festivals in an American city. The first, a B-movie festival at the local cult movie
theater, has in the past shown Indian action blockbusters (thanks to his lobbying), but is reluctant
to increase their output. The second is a new Indian film festival that is trying to get started.
John is trying to get both places to play the crowd-pleaser, popular hits rather than the more
artistic films that generally play at festivals, as he sees those as better ways to introduce a new
audience to the films and keep them interested: “If I can get them to show Race or Don or Sholay
or whatever, and they see how people come out for it, it is one step closer to world domination.”
John started as a fan, who ended up writing for a website and through his online writings John
found and reported a large culture of Indian film festivals worldwide run by the Indian diaspora;
however, they would only show the “depressing” films:
People started coming to me, people from the London film festival, from the LA festival,
came to me. Because they're covering these movies that in India no one cares about,
because I was writing about a lot of them, whereas [in the mainstream American press it
would be] 'this film festival is not all Bollywood' and I'd think, it's like, last year you had
the very same headline!" And no one was writing about the actual content….I decided
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that I wanted to show my friends these movies...When festival directors look at Indian
films, they wanted someone's daughter being abducted, someone being sold into sexual
slavery. I'm kind of over it...Because they had no one telling them what they should look
for, because no one cared.

There are two issues with what John describes. First, there is the way the press reports it, as
whenever a film includes advanced elements, sophisticated filming techniques and complex plots
that make it beyond a “Bollywood” film, it is rejected as not truly “Bollywood” in the same way
as Orientalists reject “science and technology [as]...a mere conduit for elements that are not sui
generis Islamic” (Said 280). Secondly, there is the way these “Indian” film festivals resist
showing films that would be considered “Bollywood” despite them being the most representative
films from India.
Mainstream film culture and film festivals had no interest in the “fun” films either. From
what John reports, it is possible that a large part of the issue is the behavior of Indian film
audiences. John describes his regular trips to the local theater that shows regional Indian films,
where the audiences will scream and shout throughout the film. This is consistent worldwide:
another respondent reported watching a three-hour film in Australia and never being able to hear
the dialogue over the screams. Most of the fans I spoke with appreciated that aspect of the
experience, or at least understood it and tolerated it. As John put it, “When I go to the Indian
theater, I'm in their house and I play by their rules. I'm not going to tell them rules in their
house.” However, especially in terms of diaspora-run Indian film festivals, there is a strong
prejudice against this type of behavior as it is seen as “low-class” whereas the more Western
style of audience behavior which requires respectful silence and stillness is considered superior.
This prejudice originated in the early years of Indian film. Dass reported that theater
owners were reluctant to show Indian-made films rather than British-made because they feared
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the low-class audience would “damage” their theater (78). Film festivals (both Indian film
focused and general) in particular tend to cater towards the demographic who would not tolerate
the type of behavior John and others described from the audience. Conversely, however, the
films themselves demand this type of audience behavior in order to be fully enjoyed. Again,
going back to the idea of “newbies” needing a guide because of the different ways that Indian
films function, part of the experience of watching a film is knowing that audience participation is
a requirement on some level in order to enjoy them as they were designed to be watched. Sheila
Nayer and Lakshmi Srinivas’ research supports this as well. Nayar found that as films were
designed for an oral culture, they were meant to be viewed as a community, and Lakshmi
Srinivas pointed to the ways in which audiences were able to create their own meaning through
discussing events on screen as they occurred and leaving during parts they did not enjoy. The
film festival environment, as it is today, does not support this type of viewing (although John
also mentions some newer festivals that are more open minded and where he has been able to
help popular Indian films gain an audience).
Another small subset of fans first found the films through their music. The initial appeal
seems to be that the music is more accessible than the films as the films require knowledge of
Indian culture to understand the plot and an awareness of Indian audience practices to best enjoy
the film style, whereas the songs require nothing beyond an appreciation for music. They are
also more easily accessible, as they can easily be streamed online or found on a variety of album
types. One respondent mentioned first finding the films through seeing the music video “Chaiya
Chaiya” on YouTube; another mentioned hearing a song on a world music CD. However, while
it is often an early aspect of the appeal, the music did not remain the most important element for
most fans, as will be discussed in later chapters.
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There were a surprisingly small number of respondents who first found the films through
travel to India. Of these, many reported that the experience caused their initial familiarity, but
they did not become true “converts” until later. For instance, “Mary” was fascinated by India
since her first trip there in high school as a guest of an Indian friend. She chose her college
based on their Hindi language classes, and returned to India for a study abroad program while in
college. It was only after getting halfway through this second lengthy stay that she “found” the
films. She had even already seen two films in the theater there and had enjoyed them, but had
not had any notable reaction. It was only when her teacher told her to “do it right” and insisted
that she first learn the songs to an upcoming release (music is important for Indian fans as well-often a familiarity with the album encourages them to see the film, and therefore film music is
released two to six weeks before the film comes out), then go to see it for the first day, first
show, that she had a major response. The film was Kuch Kuch Hota Hai, an all-time hit in India
and one of the most popular films for “newbies.” Mary described finding herself in tears
halfway through, laughing and crying and not knowing why. This is a fairly standard description
of the moment when Bollywood truly takes hold of fans, but intriguingly there is no difference in
her description of the emotional effect between watching a film with an Indian audience in India
or, for instance, Hanna’s description of stumbling across a film playing on a television channel in
the middle of the night in Ireland. The only necessary context in order to create this emotional
response is some basic patience with Indian cultural norms and a different style of film, whether
that comes from Indian acquaintances, visiting India, or just turning on the television when one
is tired and lonely.
What is clear from all of these fan stories is the enormous effect the industrial changes
within the Indian film industry have had on the spread of Indian film. While Mary’s
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transformative experience might have occurred any time (as films have always played in India),
she might not have been able to follow through with finding DVDs for rent upon her return to
America. Further, she may not have even been able to visit India if the increasing friendship and
immigration between the two countries had not allowed for Hindi classes to be offered at
American universities and Indian study abroad programs to be provided. For the other potential
introductions, obviously the spread of the diaspora led to more Indians being available to
befriend non-Desis and show them their films. But, more importantly, these films were only
available to be shown to outsiders thanks to the spread and availability of DVDs and VHS tapes
made by the Indian film industry.
The Indian film industry was also quick to sell television rights and take advantage of
satellite television since 1992 (Gupta 1) when satellite television first appeared in India, finally
allowing for the public to see channels besides the state-run Doordarshan. Today, most major
films make back their costs from satellite broadcast fees alone. Unsurprisingly, the same savvy
awareness of the power and profitability of television comes into play when encouraging
overseas channels to show their products. Moreover, credit must go to overseas television
producers who have realized there is an audience out there for this product.
While they were quick to jump on the money making possibilities of selling satellite
television and streaming rights, the long-term goal of educating an new audience is not primary
for Indian filmmakers. Rachel Dwyer described the booklet given to the audience for Lagaan,
educating them on various features of the film, but this is the exception that proves the rule
(“Lagaan” 183). The producers of that film made the calculated decision to send it to overseas
fests and to provide materials to acclimate the audience to the new style of film. They reaped the
rewards in overseas awards and festivals, but at home it was far from the most successful film of
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the year. Moreover, as is evident by the graphs in the previous chapter, while Lagaan provides a
good entry point, it does not remain popular for most viewers. Backing films like Lagaan, and
providing the necessary introduction to make them profitable overseas, does not make a good
cost-benefits analysis for Indian filmmakers who would need to spend time and money to
promote these films to an audience that, ultimately, would be much smaller than the one they
already possess. Moreover, often the content changes necessary to attract a festival audience
result in losing the Indian audience. John alludes to this in his efforts to bring films to festivals,
mentioning that it is not only the festival organizers that cause difficulties, but that “the Indian
studios don't give a shit about white people's money....they're not going to market to you.
Because your audience is smaller than theirs.” With that in mind, it is no wonder that studios do
not pursue the film festival market or any other broader opportunities where they might be able
to reach librarians, teachers, and thought-makers in the west in order to interest them in Indian
film.
As will be discussed further in the next chapter, the fans have filled this gap in
knowledge through their websites, forums, and blogs, all focused on continuing the introduction
that began when a fan first saw a film with their friend, or picked up a DVD at the library, or
channel surfed late at night onto an Indian variety show. New visitors to websites are
encouraged to view more films, to learn more about the industry, to understand Indian culture
and history, to gain the tools to understand and enjoy the films on a much deeper level. The
introduction process can take years, and is one that relies on an active and knowledgeable fan
community working together to shepherd new viewers to a greater understanding.
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Chapter 5:
“To Watch Ourselves Watching Movies:” The Evolving
Appeal of Bollywood Among the Fan Community

One of the central questions of this study is: what is it about films from India that appeals
to audiences from vastly different cultural backgrounds? The question of what makes a film, or
any artwork, appealing to a viewer is ephemeral, open to interpretation, and to self-censorship.
As discussed in previous chapters, Indian films are made and marketed to a primarily South
Asian audience. Even without a concerted promotional effort on the part of the filmmakers, they
have gained popularity across the globe, most recently in Europe and North America. The
necessary question becomes, what is it about these films that is able to break through the
unfamiliarity of the content, the lack of promotional activity, and the pure logistical difficulties
in gaining access to the content in order to form a devoted fanbase where ever they are seen?
Making this determination required both careful questioning related to this particular area and a
consideration of the responses to every question on the survey as a whole. Most respondents
revealed that they began by unconsciously playing into Orientalist assumptions, later began to
consciously fight back against them, before finally breaking free of the established discourse
entirely and identifying what it is in these films that has the ability to transcend artificial national
boundaries and speak directly to them. As will be discussed in the next chapter, this pattern of
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being within the discourse, fighting against it, and finally transcending it is typical of their
attitudes in towards the films, and India, in general.
The survey contained two questions aimed at understanding the appeal of the films for
the respondents. First, “Why do you like it/what appealed to you?” and second “Why do you
think Indian films do [what you like about them] better than other industries?” The first expects
a response based on the initial appeal due to being placed early in the survey, immediately after
questions about the first film they watched and how they initially found the films, and the simple
form of the question. Respondents’ answers to this question fell into 6 general categories, and
simply indicated what they saw in the films as new fans. Most of them revealed some level of
Orientalist prejudice. The second question comes towards the end of the survey, after they have
discussed their current favorite star and film. The question itself has a complex structure
demanding more abstract thinking. Respondents’ answers in this case fell into 12 categories,
several of them into multiple categories at once. This shows the progression of their fandom, as
at the beginning they saw only the most simple and obvious elements, whereas later they were
able to identify and appreciate numerous highly specific areas.
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Figure 5.1

Figure 5.2
A comparison between the original 6 categories of answers and the later 12 shows that
the appeal becomes more varied over time while at the same time retaining an emotional
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element. To the initial question, the songs or music were almost universally mentioned (and
therefore are not included on the graph, although they will be discussed in depth later). In
addition, 35 respondents found the emotions in the films appealing; 25 enjoyed the Indian
cultural elements such as Indian landmarks and languages (discussed in more detail in the next
chapter); 23 enjoyed the different style of cinematography, specifically the colors; 22 were
drawn in by a particular actor or acting style; 14 appreciated the stories; and 13 liked the
“masala” element in which multiple genres of film are combined in one feature. Meanwhile, in
response to the later question, only 41 respondents mentioned the songs; 28 mentioned how the
films made them feel, feelings of escape and joy; 22 still found the way the films showed
emotions most important; 19 enjoyed the drama and story styles; 14 specifically mentioned the
family friendly tone of the films; 13 enjoyed the specifics of the filming styles, cinematography,
costumes, etc.; 11 appreciated the way the films dealt with social issues; 7 watched primarily for
the actors; 6 watched for what was described as the “Indian touch”, that is the distinctly Indian
methods of filmmaking; 5 watched because the films “differed” from what they were used to;
and 3 watched because they enjoyed the way the characters in the film were presented. Looking
at all these responses as a whole, what becomes clear is that the main appeal is emotional, not
intellectual. In addition to the majority of respondents who specifically mentioned the way the
emotions were shown or the emotions evoked within the audience in response to the films them,
the respondents who enjoyed the non-emotional elements often had an emotional reason for their
enjoyment. The major difference over time was the amount of understanding and analysis these
emotional responses demanded from the viewers. As you can see by the above graphs, they are
eventually able to narrow down very exactly what particular element of the films causes the
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greatest emotional high for them. Part of narrowing down that element is fully understanding the
form, history, and cultural function of the films.
Fansites are a major way in which fans work through the evolution of their reactions to
Indian film. The strong emotions noted in response to an initial viewing of the films, as
described in the previous chapter, leads to a need for a community in which these feelings can be
shared. As one of the leading bloggers put it, she started her website because she had to “start
blogging just to work through all the feelings.” However, once the initial feelings are shared, the
larger community supports an effort to learn more about the films on an intellectual level. On
one popular blog, the largest category of posts is “Hindi film history.” The most popular blog,
“Beth Loves Bollywood,” has 34 posts in the topic of books on Bollywood, making it the 8th
most common topic addressed (out of 39). Another blog includes under the heading “posts
possibly more worthwhile than others” articles on topics such as female representation, queer
issues, and even a lengthy post on competing concepts on how best to indoctrinate a “newbie”
including a discussion of the importance of making sure they understand “the film's genre, plot,
stars, music before watching.” Besides these special areas apparent on most fan websites,
regular posts about specific films tend to include a historical and industrial context for their
production, a discussion of the star’s and director’s strengths and weaknesses, and an analysis of
the plot as it both breaks from and adheres to standard tropes. Depending on the blog and
blogger, these posts may also include a discussion of the social issues raised in the film, detailed
discussion of the filmmaking techniques used, or any other feature that their blog is particularly
known for highlighting.
The progression from generalized emotional enjoyment to specific and fully aware
enjoyment of particular areas takes place in all areas of appeal. For instance, the male stars and
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the way they show and evoke emotions, the unusual narratives (as one respondent put it when
describing the first film she saw, “after intermission it became like a James Bond movie with lots
of intrigue and action”), and other integral but superficial elements were all pointed out in a
general fashion in the initial responses. These elements remained main areas of appeal in the
second responses, but were treated differently. One respondent mentioned finding the actors
appealing, and then went into a detailed analysis of stardom and structure of films in the Tamil
versus Telugu industries and how this relates to the mythology of Hinduism. Another discussed
her enjoyment of the “masala” style narratives in terms of audience needs, saying “On a good
day, I think the fact that commercial Indian cinema has to try to appeal to such a wide spectrum
of audiences (traditional, rural, urban, diasporic, regional, religiously diverse) is an asset.”
Another respondent when discussing the appeal of the love stories points to the way that in these
films “Love is always a very complicated matter, with social consequences that goes beyond
what we assume as an individual choice.” They were still talking about the reactions they had
and what they most enjoyed, but they did so using hyper-specifics in terms of the content of the
film and a broad context in terms of the Indian audience.
One of the less common specifics cited were the ways in which the films work well if
seen by a family group. Although relatively few respondents mentioned the “family” nature of
the films, this is important as it relates to the discussion in Chapter 3 of the number of
respondents with children and how their children may end up serving as their fan community
once they begin watching the films as a family. One respondent put the family appeal rather
poetically as “an elusive idealistic quality that...encompasses...love and devotion to family,
honesty and justice, faith in true love, romance, love of beauty in all its forms, and reverence for
religious beliefs.” Another respondent indicated her enjoyment by saying “Historically, they
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aren't afraid to cling to traditional values,” another pointed to “the idea that each film should
have some drama, some comedy, some action, some romance, something for each member of the
family.” As previously discussed, the way films are crafted to encourage family viewing is a
result of the basic tenant of Indian production that families watching together leads to more
tickets sold. The respondents to this survey did not notice and identify this element in their
initial reaction to the films, but it is one area that further reading of fan blogs and encouragement
by the fan community allowed them to understand and appreciate in full, and potentially led to
them leaving the fan community as they came to realize the place the films could take within
their own families.
The most significant change between the first and second group of responses was in
regards to the musical sequences in Indian film. The use of song sequences comprises the largest
stylistic difference between the Indian film industry and other global industries. Whether it was
comments about the music, the dancing, or the visuals of the musical sequences, almost every
respondent mentioned the song sequences as part of the initial appeal for them. However, when
the second question was asked, less than half mentioned songs, mostly as an added not a primary
appeal.
The appeal of songs is a stereotypical unthinking response by outsiders, so much so that it
has been parodied in youtube videos such as “Shit White Girls Say... To Brown (Desi Indian)
Girls” and even in Indian films such as Tashan (2008) in which the main characters take
advantage of a foreign director’s assumption that every film in India needs a song. Ultimately,
as these parodies point out, mentioning the songs or (less often) the “colorfulness” of the films is
a euphemism for talking about the “otherness” of the films. The songs can be a legitimate reason
to enjoy the films, but it is necessary for the audience to see them as more than simply something
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generally representative of experiencing the “other.” For instance, in an email exchange, one fan
reported that showing a film to someone else whose response to a song sequence was that “it was
like ‘a real life Aladdin’.” This anecdote shows no ability on the part of this new viewer of
Indian film to differentiate between an Arab fantasy made in America and an actual picture of
modern India. Even more disturbing, the actors and actresses were no more real to this viewer
than cartoons. This kind of initial unthinking response is what makes the song sequences the
only defining element of the films, ignoring Indian film history, acting techniques, narrative
styles, and all other elements that makes these films distinctive, as well as failing to consider
how exactly the song sequences are crafted and what makes them unique as visual artifacts.
Songs and the “colorfulness” of their visuals appear again and again among non-fan texts
on these films, where the songs are considered to be a synecdoche for the entire film culture
rather than merely one element which serves to support a greater goal. When authors make
comments about Bollywood, referring to it as filled with songs, colors, as pure escapism, as
popular among only the desperately poor Indian who desires to leave his troubles behind, they
are speaking “out of the depths of European culture, by writers who actually believe themselves
to be speaking on behalf of that [oriental] culture” (Said 251). It is these assumptions that paved
the way for the “discovery” of Indian film in the early 2000s with the release of Devdas and
Lagaan on the festival circuit. These two films acted as “the ‘found’ text in a context already
prepared for it, for that is the real meaning of finding a new text” (Said 273). As previously
discussed, Lagaan was one of the few films actually promoted to a film festival audience, and
therefore its content is especially oriented towards creating sympathy from an international
audience, through a plot involving many songs, many poor Indians, and an extremely rich visual
palate. Devdas, on the other hand, pulls upon the Bengali culture and traditions, which would
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already be familiar to a festival audience through the films of Satyajit Ray, and adds in the songs,
costumes, colors, and drama commonly associated with “Bollywood.” Neither film, as a text, is
particularly representative of the industry or of the tastes of the usual audience for the film. But
they are representative of the vision of Indian film that the West had long held, as shown by the
way reviewers constantly refer to them as “typical” films; whereas in Indian and fan texts they
are usually pointed to as anomalies.
In contrast to these types of unquestioned assumptions about the films and how the songs
relate to their over-all purpose and value, the detailed responses by 41 fans who still found the
song sequences appealing when asked about their current tastes indicated an appreciation of the
songs within their historical, narrative, and artistic context. One respondent unfavorably noted
the increased speed of the editing within song sequences due to the influence of MTV India in
recent years, and another discussed the diegetic versus non-diegetic use of song sequences. The
same fan who provided the above Aladdin anecdote went on to discuss her own appreciation for
the songs in terms of differences between American and Indian song sequences, saying “I think
American musicals have gotten a bit to 'postmodern' for their own good. The scale is far, far too
small....I saw the current Annie with my niece and nephew and again, the scale was much, much
smaller than the '80s film. There were several duet/trio pieces added as well.” While the
universal initial response of enjoying the song sequences can be discounted as a thoughtless
simplification of the genre in response to their initial experience of it, the later responses where it
was mentioned by less than half the respondents reveal substantial logic and reasoning behind
this appreciation.
Besides the appreciation for the songs and “colors” of the films, there is another way
respondents could be read as exoticizing the films, when they refer to what could generally be
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called “the Indian touch” and the way the films were “different.” The argument many fans
make, that recent movies have somehow lost their “Indianness”, at first glance appears to be the
same as “the Orientalist who believes the Orient never changes, the new is simply the old
betrayed by new, misunderstanding dis-Orientals” (Said 104). However, in fact, it is not that the
fans wish to return to an imagined Indian past, but rather their own past. Often the films they see
as essentially “Indian” are simply the first Indian films they saw. Therefore, a respondent who
grew up in Nigeria seeing films as a child prefers the films of the 70s and 80s, while one who
found the films through the internet in the early 2000s prefers films of that era. In fact, this is
showing not that they have intellectually removed themselves from the topic, but that they are so
tied to it they cannot separate their personal experiences from the content of the films.
The detailed critiques of the different eras of film and how they are more or less “Indian”
provided by respondents indicate, again, a maturing understanding of the films as they identify
what elements in particular, for them, make a film “Indian.” They are more closely related to the
kind of statements Shakuntala Rao found among rural viewers in India who are uninterested in
the more recent Bombay industries as they have become increasingly westernized, than to the
reviewers or scholars mentioned who refer to the “typical” Indian film. One respondent from
Nigeria mentioned his preference for older films because “I believe Bollywood movies from way
back then didn't feel much of a pressure to conform to the western ideals of filmmaking.” Hanna
and Tina from Australia, who run a website devoted to regional films, were inspired to start
writing because they were concerned by how the mainstream Hindi language films were losing
their “different” quality. Hanna explains in detail the elements she found missing in mainstream
films and the variety of “differences” in the regional films:
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I started with Shahrukh Khan, but I really enjoyed the very masala films from the 70s,
they had the comedy, they had the action. A lot of the more modern Hindi films are
moving away from that, they had the songs, but there was no dancing in the songs.
Whereas the southern movies, at least the ones I started watching were really more into
that masala, anything goes, fight scenes are crazy, it makes no sense. I like that, I like the
fact that it’s crazy insane, very masala-y. And then I started watching Malayalam films
which are more like art house films, but mainstream. There is always a lesson at the end,
but it’s not like a moral, it’s like look at this, look at our society. And they’ve got
directors who aren’t too worried, you have directors who push it, who are quite prepared
to talk about social injustice and really put it out there. And they are big hits. If you
want total escapism you can’t go past Telegu cinema and I just really like the stories, the
way their directors think, and the stars are so much more good looking! You know in
Hindi, it’s the girls who dance, but in Telegu they do item songs as well, but the guys
dance!
Just like viewers in India, non-Indian fans are noticing a difference between recent output from
the Bombay industry and the older and regional films. What my respondents mention as
“Indian” or “different” could more accurately be described as traditional Indian film genres,
filming styles, narratives, and acting techniques which are often removed from the mainstream
Hindi language products today. This is not an Orientalist blindly insisting on “authenticity,” but
rather a member of the audience noticing a change in the form and function of the art that has
been similarly noticed by audience members from Nigeria to Australia to remote Indian villages.
There was only one respondent who specifically used Orientalist language in her
response. She stated that the appeal of the films for her was that “it's [sp] full of exotic style. It
completely shows me thier [sp] mysterious culture.” However, this respondent was in fact Asian
herself, being from Taiwan. The Taiwanese respondents all came from the same Facebook
group, and the other responses had no Orientalist tone. For instance, another respondent, also
from Taiwan, indicated that she found the films because “I feel interested in India so I search for
any information I can get,” expressing similar feelings as the first respondent without the loaded
terms “exotic” and “mysterious.” As the first respondent had a limited knowledge of English (as
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shown by the misspelling of the words “thier” and “its”), and comes from a fan community in
which no one else indicated an Orientalist tone, I feel comfortable in calling it an aberration due
to language issues.
In terms of less obvious manifestations of Orientalism—the viewers who began with
questionable statements about enjoying the songs, colors, or the “difference” of these films—
they were trained by the fan community to grow into a deeper understanding over time. This is
something the blogger FilmiGirl (Kara Baer) eloquently dealt with in her post (later published in
her ebook) on “Why a White Girl Watches Bollywood Movies.” As she described for herself,
the “visuals in Bollywood are extremely different from what we are used to in the West and it
took some time for me to be able to normalize and make sense of them.” It is these different
visuals that are most often described by my respondents by simply saying “colors.” As Baer
indicates, the appeal of the “colors” elements can often blind a new viewer to the actual quality
and meaning of the content of the film. In her case, it caused a misinterpretation of the film Dil
Se as her unfamiliarity with the visuals prevented her from fully grasping the complex nature of
the characters and situations, as the clothing, locations, and even song styles in that film are used
to illuminate the personalities and history of the characters. Being blinded by the “otherness” of
all of them from what she was familiar with limited her ability to see the differences between the
ways the characters were presented and therefore the meaning of their interactions. The appeal
of the “colors” in Indian film is truly a discussion of the appeal of the “other.” Even after years
of watching these films, Baer warned her readers that it is still necessary to “keep in mind the
perils of exoticism and try to watch ourselves watching movies to see if we are reacting to the
story as intended or caught up in the ‘otherness’ of it all.” While it is troubling that many
“othering” descriptions appeared in responses describing the initial appeal of these films, looking
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at the more detailed responses discussing the current appeal reveals that these viewers were able
to establish a critical distance and “watch themselves watching movies,” moving forward out of
their initial “othering” to find other elements appealing and to appreciate with more
understanding the elements they originally enjoyed.
The element that remained consistent between the initial and later appeal of the films was
the emotional component. One respondent, a high school teacher who started an Indian film club
for her students, found that when her students talked about why they liked the films, “the
majority said it was the feelings and emotions. This coming from everyone including African
American males, Somali, Latino and white teenagers.” The emotional connection is not only
consistent in response to the questions specifically discussed in this chapter regarding the appeal
of the films, but among the responses to all the questions asked. In response to why a particular
actor is their favorite, one respondent replied “hearts choice.” As already mentioned, the
experience of watching their first film and the urge to share it with others is emotional rather
than intellectual. When discussing their favorite film, respondents were less likely to discuss
technical aspects and more likely to relate their choice of a favorite to emotional reasons such as
the experience of watching it with friends for the first time, with comments like “Kal Ho Naa Ho
for the memories” and “Dil Chahta Hai still holds a spot in my heart.” Even the popularity of
the songs is related to the emotional component; in an interview one respondent pointed out that
“Maybe because singing in films is so earnest and real, that’s why it works there and not in the
US….There is a bigness to the emotion and the characters in films that matches the scale of
everything else.” A common theme throughout responses is that these films speak to their
viewers through their ability to evoke feelings.
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The way the characters are presented by the narrative and actors is often a factor in this
emotional appeal. One respondent described in detail how the emotional effect was created for
her, saying “The emotions were shown in a very intense way, like they weren't ashamed of
loving or suffering. The characters weren't trying to be blasé about their feelings and that was
interesting. I also loved how they spent more than an hour showing the everyday life of the
characters and their families, making the viewer really care about them before presenting the
dramatic events.” Another respondent, along with describing the narrative importance of song
sequences and the interaction between perception and reality in the visuals, mentioned that “The
structure of narrative presents the protagonists' backgrounds as a way to justify their actions and
this amazes me. You feel close to them before knowing what are their main issues.” The films
rise and fall on the audiences’ ability to relate to the main characters.
Said argues that one of the least harmful ways for a Westerner to learn about the Orient is
through “truly trying to see Oriental life from the viewpoint of the person immersed in it” (197).
This effect is purposefully created in Indian film. Indian scriptwriter Anjum Rajabali says, in
terms of Indian versus Hollywood films, that Indian films spend more time on crafting a
backstory for the main character in order to create audience sympathy. In particular, he points
out how the Indian adaptation of A Kiss Before Dying (1956) changed the original narrative in
order to create a bond with the main character, “Guy killing for ambition? No sympathy for him
at all. But, if the guy had a back-story wherein his father was cheated by this company, and now
the guy wants the company back as revenge and retribution for that. Okay, now he’s my
man…he will carry my sympathy with him” (Ganti “Guidebook” 183). The fans progress from
understanding that it is the emotions the films evoke which cause their power, to understanding
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that those emotions are specifically related to the interactions between the audience and the
characters, interactions that the filmmakers have purposefully striven to create.
The awareness of the use of character background to create sympathy is especially
striking if we look at the most common and successful “newbie” pictures. 3 Idiots and Kuch
Kuch Hota Hai both include lengthy flashbacks and show over a decade of the character’s lives.
Devdas and Jodhaa-Akbar included opening sequences dealing with the main characters’
childhoods. Kabhi Khushi Kabhi Gham includes both these techniques. Om Shanti Om goes
even farther by using reincarnation so the audience becomes familiar with the characters in their
current and former lives. Lagaan, the most popular “newbie” film, does not include a flashback
format, although it does spend a leisurely amount of time establishing the characters, their family
relationships, community positions, and so on. More importantly, it is set in a prior era in the
history of India, creating sympathy for the country as a whole by showing its origins, in the same
way other films evoke sympathy for characters.
The ability to evoke emotions is not a coincidence, but a basic tenet of Indian film theory.
In Indian film “The emotional melange...can be seen as an expression of a broad theory of
dramatic aesthetics based on rasa, or abstract emotional types, and bhava, the actual emotions
and stereotyped actions that convey them...sudden shifts of bhava...are appreciated by Indian
artists as providing the emotional diversity characteristic of traditional Indian narrative” (Booth
175). In interviews, filmmakers talk openly about how they build their films around creating
emotions in their viewers. For instance, director Vikram Bhatt says “A story is nothing but a
tool to generate a certain kind of emotion” (Ganti “Guidebook” 175); screenwriter Anjum
Rajabali ties this to songs as “when an emotion becomes intense, usually a song helps to
underline it...creates a mood” (Ganti “Guidebook” 178); and in terms of Western versus Indian
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plots, Rajabali states “Hollywood films are considered ‘dry’ here. That is, not enough emotions.
When you Indianise a subject, you add emotions. Lots of them” (183). The actor Shammi
Kapoor directly ties this emotional process to Indian film’s ability to cross between cultures and
languages and therefore reach non-Indian audiences, “We are acting in a very common
dialect...we’re speaking the language of love” (Ganti “Guidebook” 187). The non-Indian
audience has a primarily emotional reaction to these films because that is the reaction the films
were designed to evoke.
The use of emotion may also be why the films are so easily able to transcend national
borders. As will be discussed in the next chapter, the fans of these films have varied and
complex relationships with the country of India. However, they are all able to relate to the
content of the films, no matter their level of knowledge, based on their ability to “feel” what is
happening onscreen no matter where they live off screen.
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Chapter 6
“How What I Was Seeing Related to Reality”: Film Fans
and India

The fandom for Indian films requires an interaction with Indian culture in a myriad of
ways, ranging from understanding common Hindi slang, to being able to talk with your local
Indian film rental store owner, to understanding the social issues and implications of included in
many films’ narratives. The most important element of respondent’s attitudes towards India is
that they all revealed, in different ways, the knowledge that Bollywood and India are two
separate entities. Most fans described an interest in Indian films as leading to an interest in
India; occasionally the cause and effect were reversed with an interest in India leading to
enjoyment of the films. Very rarely, fans indicated that although they loved and enjoyed the
films, they had no interest in learning more about India. However, all of them were able to
separate the India shown in the films from the India that exists in reality. Most importantly, this
process of separation also led to a heightened awareness of how India is misrepresented by other
sources.
As mentioned in the previous chapter, many fans seemed to migrate from unthinkingly
living within the Orientalist discourse, to actively fighting against it, to finally superseding it
entirely. Their attitudes towards the films of India changed over time, allowing for their attitudes
towards the country of India to shift as well outside of the established discourses. This is most
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noticeable in the way fans move from using the term “Bollywood” to actively rejecting it to
returning to it with a better understanding of its value and potential.
The final question asked in the survey is, “Do you prefer the term Bollywood, Hi-Fi,
Hindi Film, Bombay film industry or Indian film?” 61 indicated a preference for “Bollywood”,
24 preferred “Hindi Film Industry”, 22 preferred “Indian Film”, and 2 preferred “Bombay Film
Industry.” While “Bollywood” was the clear winner, the respondents who chose it fell into two
separate categories. First, there were the ones who chose it because “I've never thought about it.
I usually use Bollywood as we're more used to see it appears and it is easier to be recognized
when I'm talking about it.” Five people even responded simply with the word “Bollywood” and
no further explanation, as they had no awareness that “Bollywood” is a loaded term and that
there are alternative opinions as to what might be more appropriate. These respondents could be
considered to be still fully within the Orientalist discourse to the point of not realizing it is a
discourse, assuming that “Bollywood” is only the official term because it is the term used by
those in power.
The majority of respondents who chose “Bollywood” did so with a full awareness of the
loaded cultural connotations of it, but have chosen to rise above those controversies and use for
their own purposes, without regard to the dominant discourse either as something to exist within
or something to actively fight against. Most of the respondents who indicated they used
“Bollywood” did so because of some variation of the argument that “It's a worldwide known
term and even with the problems and stigmas, it still is the form how our minds automatically
name Hindi cinema. It's a brand that helps communication.” Respondents often indicated that
they themselves preferred to use other terms but are forced to use “Bollywood” as it is the only
recognizable term: “I prefer Hindi film industry. I think it's an accurate description, since India
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actually has several film industries in different languages. I do use the term Bollywood, though,
particularly with people who aren't too knowledgeable about Indian cinema, because it's a wellknown brand name that is easily identifiable.” While they answered honestly that they use
“Bollywood” most often, it was not because it was a term they found accurate, having moved out
of unthinking Orientalist acceptance, but it was also not a term they fully rejected, having
similarly moved past unthinking argument.
What is more important than the actual answers in these responses is that the respondents
were aware of and cared about the varying meanings and implications of these terms. There was
one respondent who showed no interest, saying “I used to think this was an issue, but not any
more. Who cares?” In contrast, another respondent from the same country answered that “I
prefer Indian Film. For some reason, Bollywood has quite a negative connotation here.” The
first respondent also indicated no knowledge of the Indian diaspora community in his country
and, although he claimed to have visited India in the past and studied Indian culture, his online
writings indicated enormous gaps and glaring errors in his knowledge base. A basic awareness
of the importance of these distinctions, no matter which term you ultimately choose to use, is a
good indicator of a basic awareness of and sensitivity towards Indian culture.
This sensitivity can be present before any knowledge. As another respondent stated, “I
use the term Bollywood but don't feel that I am qualified to have an opinion on terms...I know
some people don't like Bollywood, but I don't know precisely why.” The most common type of
response laid out the differences between “Bollywood”--which is generally considered to refer to
“a very specific, in my opinion NRI-focused type of Karan Johar-y movie”--and “Indian Film,”
which is appropriate because “[t]here are other film industries in India, so 'Indian Film' would
cover all of those, not just Bollywood/Hindi Film Industry.” Most respondents indicated that
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they changed terminology between the two depending on whom they were talking to and what
type of films they are talking about: “For commercial Hindi cinema I'm okay with the term
Bollywood - for non-commercial films I tend to say "Hindi Films" (depending who I'm talking
to).”
Besides the majority who chose “Bollywood”, there was another group who indicated
they were still struggling against the Orientalist discourse, and therefore were aggressively
rejecting it. For instance, “I usually call it Hindi film. It just seems apt and less kitschy and
diminishing” or “Hindi Film Industry less pejorative.” Both these respondents defined the terms
they chose in comparison with the unspoken default choice of “Bollywood”, rather than in terms
of their own value. They are still defining the industry in terms of the West, because they are
selecting a term only because it is “better” in some way than the term used and created by the
West, not because it can stand on its own merit. The problem with this basic assumption is the
same problem there is with the word “Bollywood.” It defines the Indian film industry only in
terms of the American “Hollywood” film industry by simply changing one letter in the existing
terminology. It is an extremely Orientalist sentiment; “[t]o the Westerner, however, the Oriental
was always like some aspect of the West” (Said 67). However, the way to combat this
assumption is not to aggressively speak against the use of the term “Bollywood” but to accept the
current definition of it and refuse to place any higher value or importance on the usage due to its
popularity among the small, Western, group who prefer it. One member of the fan community
indicated that she had become tired of the constant anti-Orientalist arguments, saying
“Bollywood doesn’t need me to defend it. I won’t get up in arms like some others do when
reporters or critics say something dumb.” Another respondent indicated that she had returned to
the term in response to the virulent anti-Orientalist rhetoric within India (which is of course still
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essentially Orientalist through its very focus on being so carefully anti-Orientalist), “Hate the
Hindutvadis who want to extinguish the term.” The respondents who chose to use “Indian film”
in an effort to fight against “Bollywood” revealed a lesser consciousness than those who had
moved beyond the fight entirely; however, they were still more sophisticated than the few fans
who used “Bollywood” unquestioningly, unaware of any alternative to the dominant discourse.
While the fan community is vocal and active in their attempts to fight against these
simplifications of Indian film, they unfortunately have not had an effect yet on the mainstream.
For instance, as recently as April of 2015, the successful and well-regarded Indian director Vidhu
Vinod Chopra found his American fiction film debut (he made the Academy Award nominated
short documentary An Encounter with Faces in 1979 and then left America to work exclusively
in India) greeted by headlines like “Vidhu Vinod Chopra’s ‘Broken Horses’ Treks from
Bollywood to Hollywood.” While some of Chopra’s films would fit within the loose definition
of Bollywood accepted by the fans interviewed, many of his pieces would more accurately be
described as “Indian Film,” due to their inclusion of social elements, lacking strong love stories,
and otherwise not being “the stereotypical aspects of color, song, and dance” as one respondent
defined “Bollywood.”
The choice of terminology to describe popular culture is a small skirmish on the much
larger battlefield of conflating Indian films with India. One of the BollyWHAT forums
headlined “India, Greater South Asia, and the Diaspora” puts this issue concisely as “Because
while you can’t take the India out of Bollywood, you most certainly can take the Bollywood out
of India--and it’s still an amazing place.” The use of “Bollywood” to refer to all Indian films
minimizes the variety of films available in India today; the conflation of the “Bollywood” vision
of India with reality minimizes the issues facing India today. The essential element of these
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fans’ attitude towards India is that they were able to divorce it from their attitude towards Indian
film.
Interestingly, one of the fans I interacted with who had the least amount of interest in
India the country was also the very earliest fan to find the films. “Tom Smith” found the films
when an Indian friend of his invited him to an Indian theater to see a double bill of Indian
classics in the early 80s. Mr. Smith appreciated them immediately based not on their “other” or
“Indian” qualities, but instead upon their filmic mastery. Mr. Smith is himself an Academy
Award nominated filmmaker, specializing in special effects. He had been working in that
industry for decades by the time he saw his first Indian film, and he approached the film as a film
professional. He went on to learn more, by visiting his local grocery and asking for
recommendations of Indian film classics. Years later, the films from the classical 1950s era
remain his favorites. While Mr. Smith’s responses reveal sophistication in terms of film
appreciation, he has never visited or wanted to visit India. As he put it:
My 'connection' to India is through reading and seeing films. Occasionally, I was
contacted by filmmakers from India and asked to work on a film or to give advice. These
contacts never came to anything. I concluded that Indian people have a different way of
doing business. Our [Indian heritage] actress friend warned me to be careful when
dealing with Indians. I guess she was right, although I have liked all the Indians I've
come in contact with (except those few merchants that refused to deal with us when we
tried to rent video tapes).
Mr. Smith’s further comments dealt with issues such as the lack of knowledge of film history
among Indian film fans and the effect on the current film standards as “those who don't know the
heritage of better films are more likely to find inferior products acceptable,” and the difficulty in
finding high quality DVD versions of class Indian films. While Mr. Smith indicated some basic
knowledge of Indian history and society, for instance the election of female Prime Minister in the
1960s, his focus remained on the films and how to improve and maintain their quality rather than
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on the country from which the films originated. His lack of interest in and comfort with the
broader culture ultimately did not limit his appreciation for the films, but it did limit his ability to
gain access to them, and his ability to develop and broaden his tastes as an audience member-despite decades of fandom, his favorite films remain the first ones he watched.
In contrast, the next longest term fan I heard from came to the films through India and a
longstanding interest in the country. In the late 80s, she traveled to India because “I'd been
fascinated by India from an early age.... So I took my savings and went to India and Pakistan,
alone, on a shoestring. If I had a daughter, I wouldn't want her to do it, but it was a great
experience overall. Bollywood was one of the things I fell in love with there.” After returning to
the US, she was able to find videos in local stores in several cities where she lived, usually with
subtitles for what she described as “non Hindi Indians.” Just her awareness of the existence of
Indian nationals who do not speak Hindi, and that they watch Hindi films with subtitles proves a
high awareness and knowledge of India. This respondent’s interest in the films and comfort with
the country remained so strong that, years later, she ended up working in the Bollywood
industry. She was recommended by a friend who knew of her fandom for a position at a
Bombay-based television station covering popular culture in India. This respondent’s preexisting interest in India served to enrich her understanding of the films and the interest in the
films led to a very real strengthening of her bonds with India.
While this respondent found such strength within the fan community that it eventually
translated to a full-time job, Mr. Smith reported a sense of isolation as a fan, since none of his
friends were interested in the films and he was unable to access many of the films he wanted.
The strongest indication of this isolation is in the efforts he went through to participate in this
survey. When he was unable to use the initial survey link, he contacted me directly through
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email providing a lengthy answer, and continued to reach out and respond at length for several
weeks throughout the research process.
A main concern Mr. Smith expressed in these interactions was with gaining access to rare
films. I was able to provide him with information on several online India-based resources for
purchasing DVDs of which he was unaware. He and his wife were able to attend showings at a
local theater, but after the store where he felt most comfortable closed, he has had a hard time
accessing DVDs. Moreover, he was actually insulted and attacked by the owner of one Indian
store when he expressed his interest. Mr. Smith is the only respondent who indicated any
aggression or lack of welcome from the community in response to their interest. He is also one
of the respondents with the least interest in India and the oldest respondent. As mentioned in
Chapter 3, the increase in Indian immigration in the 70s and 80s led to a greater degree of
comfort with Indian culture and people of Indian descent among younger respondents. Mr.
Smith’s wariness towards Indian-Americans may have resulted in a less welcoming response
from those Indian-Americans who he approached, and certainly led to less knowledge of the
country and culture of India. Mr. Smith shows that an interest and openness to India is not
necessary in order to understand and appreciate the films; however, it is helpful in terms of
feeling comfortable within the community who serve as gatekeepers to the films.
For some fans, these necessary interactions with the Indian film gatekeepers lead to
informative cross-cultural relationships. Even Mr. Smith mentioned that the original store where
he rented films provided him with knowledge and support, which he has not been able to find
since. Most fans now report that they get their films online rather than in physical stores. While
this has removed the need for face to face interaction, it has increased the global interactions as
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many websites fans use are based in India. For instance, one respondent who particularly enjoys
the songs of the films reported:
I was downloading music, and I came across this website where you could download for
free, and I would give $20 or $30 like once a year. So the administrator noticed I did
this, and he said “How did you find this? Because you’re not Indian.” And we became
epals...if I wanted something, they would track it down for me and stuff. So then I was
going on vacation...And I thought, maybe I could go to Chennai and meet this guy...It
was just a ball, he took me to a couple of movies...We got like the VIP tickets, sitting on
like these laz-e-boys, it was just fun to watch them, and my friend would kind of explain
to me what was going on.

While other fans did not develop friendships as close as this, many reported that they have
favorite ebay sellers based in India whom they regularly contact with special requests.
One leading blogger has a unique relationship with India in that her fandom led to
personal involvement with important members of the Indian film industry. Her job required her
to make frequent trips to India. On one of these trips, she mentioned her interest in the films to a
client who offered to put her in contact with one of his old friends who was just beginning as a
director. After several email exchanges, where this fan indicated her appreciation for this
director’s films, they arranged to meet the next time she visited India. That first meeting turned
into a close friendship that has lasted over a decade. The director himself went on to become one
of the most successful directors in the history of Indian film, and due to this relationship, this fan
now has a level of access beyond that of most film professionals, and far beyond that of any
member of the media or scholar.
While this initial relationship was a result of coincidence and happenstance, this
blogger’s further relationships within the film industry are a direct result of her attitude towards
the films and the fanwork she created. She began her blog following a comment from her friend
the film director who suggested that she share her knowledge of the films. Her particular interest
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is in the older films of the 1960s; she wrote about them and began to highlight and notice “things
like background dancers and people who just appeared in film after film and weren’t even in the
credits half the time.” In response, she reported, “I get so many messages from family members
of these people who have passed away unsung...I love that, that they find my blog and they find
their loved one, their relative, written about and talked about and named.” Some of these family
members went on to become her close friends, ones she would regularly visit in India and host in
America. The filmworkers she noted as a fan and an outsider had been ignored for decades by
both the Indian film industry and Indian film fans. By combining the fresh eyes of someone who
was not raised watching these films with access to the industry and process of filmmaking thanks
to her personal connections, she was able to discover a hidden pool of talent and information.
In addition to the respondent who found the films in India and eventually worked in the
film industry, and this blogger who found the films in India and is now closely tied with the
industry, there were a variety of respondents who built some sort of connection to India. One fan
mentioned being active on twitter and well known to a fan community in South India through
that, to the point of being expected to visit them when she does travel to India. Another leading
blogger put it that because of the films, “I was never interested in India before, not yoga or
anything like that, and now I am going there for a 4th time to meet people I only know through
the internet.” The founder of the BollyWHAT website began with an interest in India, having
already visited India and begun studying Hindi before she saw her first film, and found that
interest growing greatly through her experience of the films which increased her language
abilities, and led to an interest in Indian culture. She is now getting a PhD in anthropology based
on her studies of the new Indian middle-class. Another fan found the films partly through a
Hindi language and Indian dance class, indicating an existing interest. However, since she
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became invested in the films, she has started making annual service trips to India, donating her
medical expertise in rural villages. This universal interest in India comes about because, as one
respondent put it, you start to wonder “how what I was seeing [in the films] related to reality.”
Whether or not it resulted in the pursuit of a PhD or in annual trips, in most cases, an interest in
the films led to an interest in India, and an interest in India was strengthened and sustained by
watching the films.
Just as enjoying the films can lead to a greater interest in the country, learning more
about the country can affect the way fans watched the films. One respondent acknowledges the
problematic elements of the films in that “they do many things poorly as well, primarily
surrounding reconfirming gender stereotypes. They also over sexualize women, which is
concerning in a culture with high sexual assault levels.” Another mentioned the way crime films
showed the issues and delays in the Indian legal system. The broad variety of knowledge gained
and ways of using it reflects both the diversity of the films and of the fans.
More important than learning new information is how the films can also serve to
challenge pre-conceived notions based on poor information. This is particularly noticeable in
comments two separate fans made about Pakistan, a country often vilified in recent years in
Western popular culture. One fan said “It’s funny because you think about Pakistan being a
country that’s kind of out of control with all its problems and then you see this [Coke Studio
Music Television Show] and you realize just how rich their tradition is.” Another described her
reaction to watching a Pakistani soap opera she had found through the main actor’s work in
Indian films: “Since it was set in Pakistan, I really didn't know what was going to happen, and
my jaw dropped at some of what did! Khirad [the main female character] has a real character
arc, from this sheltered shy naive girl forced into an arranged marriage with a cousin she just
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met, to a confident self reliant woman who fiercely fights for the rights of her daughter.” The
balance of watching the films while gathering information can help determine what information
is accurate and what is not.
Watching Indian films serves to strengthen an existing relationship with India or create
one where none existed for these fans. While it is possible to enjoy the films in isolation with no
greater awareness of Indian culture, as Mr. Smith’s experience shows, this limits the fans’ ability
to take part in the larger fan community, and to access content and knowledge. More common is
that the emotional involvement inherent in watching the films expands to include an emotional
and intellectual connection with the country from which they are come. This connection can
supersede the pre-existing Orientalist prejudices held by Western audience members.
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Chapter 7:
Propaganda for Humanity: Bollywood as a Weapon
Against Orientalism

Indian film is, and has long been, the primary source for popular culture in much of the
world. It provides an alternative to the western perspective of Hollywood and other international
media sources. Scholars have discussed how it is able to translate cross-culturally through its
oral narratives, its human content, its spectacles and its visuals. However, what has not been
considered, is that this ability to translate between cultures can be exploited in order to remove
cultural bias and create closer global connections.
The strongest dominant discourse these films dispute is that of Orientalism. They
provide an alternative to “cultural images of the Orient supplied by American mass media and
consumed unthinkingly by the mass television audience” (Said 324), and “the whole network of
interests inevitably brought to bear on (and therefore always involved in) any occasion when that
peculiar entity “the Orient” is in question” (Said 3). The numerous articles (scholarly and
otherwise), unthinking public comments, and anecdotal evidence all mentioned in the previous
chapters in which these films are considered “colorful” and “like a real life Aladdin” show how
these films are considered from within this “network.” However, outside of the “network”, there
is a large international audience which watches and enjoys these films on their own merits. The
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true virtue of Indian film is that it competes with “the almost total absence in contemporary
Western culture of the Orient as a genuinely felt and experienced force” (Said 208). These films
are that “force” for audiences from India to Nigeria to Australia.
In his section on “Orientalism Now”, Said argues for four dogmas of Orientalism:
One is the absolute and systematic difference between the West, which is rational,
developed, humane, superior, and the Orient, which is aberrant, undeveloped, inferior.
Another dogma is that abstractions about the Orient, particularly those based on texts
representing a ‘classical’ Oriental civilization, are always preferable to direct evidence
drawn from modern Oriental realities. A third dogma is that the Orient is eternal,
uniform, and incapable of defining itself; therefore it is assumed that a highly generalized
and systematic vocabulary for describing the Orient from a Western standpoint is
inevitable and even scientifically ‘objective.’ A fourth dogma is that the Orient is at
bottom something either to be feared (the Yellow Peril, the Mongol hordes, the brown
dominions) or to be controlled (by pacification, research and development, outright
occupation whenever possible). (301)
The only one of these dogma’s present among Indian film fans is the first, that there is a
superiority of the West in comparison with the east. Even that is often contradicted in further
discussions, where critiques of India becomes based on specifics of the Indian situation, not in
comparison with the West, but in comparison with what India could be if these flaws were
corrected. All other dogmas are outright rejected, with modern popular films being widely
accepted and consistently considered, an awareness of the constant changes present within the
Indian film industry and how they relate to changes with India, and the attitude of standing back
and allowing Indian film industry to flourish as its own concept, with no desire to control it in
anyway.
To the extent that Orientalism is present within the film fan community, it is most often
the latent form, “an almost unconscious (and certainly an untouchable) positivity” (206). It is
this subtle form, coming out in unspoken assumptions and values rather than “stated views”
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(Said 206) which the respondent from Hong Kong was aware of in the message boards and blogs
when she mentioned “put off by how they still judge the films and the culture with Western
values (and self-righteousness) at times.” The most dangerous trend within the non-Indian fan
community is the assumption that “‘Our’ values [are]...liberal, humane, correct” (Said 227).
There is a thin line between discussions of the presentation of women, for instance, in context
with the specific gender issues present in India today, and a discussion of the presentation of
women which assumes that anything which does not fit within the narrowly defined concept of
feminism in the west is therefore necessarily “bad.” However, this type of discussion of values
presented in the films and a judgment on them is rare in fandom. Instead, discussions are more
likely to focus on the level of feelings and human connections within the films.
The main theme from respondents is the forcefulness of the feelings the films evoke.
Indian film provides the most dangerous element to amorphous Orientalist judgments: narrative.
Said says, “Narrative, in short, introduces an opposing point of view, perspective, consciousness
to the unitary web of vision” (240). For Indian film fans the power of narrative forces a gap in
the unifying vision of Orientalism. Said says that the power of a literary, narrative text written
by an Arab is that “its force is in the power and vitality of words that...tip the idols out of the
Orientalists’ arms and make them drop these great paralytic children” (291). However, the
written texts are only accessible to those who can read them.
Indian films have been able to move into Western society in a way that Indian writers and
novelists have not. Said points to the novels of Salman Rushdie as a way to fight against
Orientalism (Said 351), but Rushdie literally writes in the language of his oppressors, in English.
In contrast, the enormously successful Indian novelist Sarat Chandra Chatterjee is barely known
in the west. When his works are available, they are promoted by the film adaptations based on
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them, rather than on their own popularity. His original words are far less universal than the
images they inspire on film.
Sheila Nayar discusses in depth the ways that Indian films reach beyond words to
communicate directly through images and actions. Nayar is discussing the films’ popularity in
pre-literate societies, but her arguments could also be used for their popularity in literate
societies with very different language forms. The films work on a natural, instinctive level,
through the use of metaphorical images, exaggerated facial and body movements to convey
emotion, and plots based around human needs such as food, love, land, and family.
The film fans have connected with the films on a pre-intellectual level, and therefore the
films have become part of their own identity and community. Said argues that “[e]ach age and
society re-creates its ‘Others’” (332). In the case of the Indian fan community, the ‘other’ has
become the Orientalists themselves, while the fan community is allied across national, ethnic,
and religious boundaries. Fans are quick to mention New York Times reviews and other
mainstream sources which re-iterate Orientalist points as “the enemy.”
The difference between the way fans approach these films and the way professional
writers do is because of the difference between how they learn and gather information about
them. The average viewer has not previously studied film, and therefore read opinions and
discussions of the films before watching them. Instead, they learn through an oral culture as
friends pass on recommendations, rumors, and gossip. The internet culture of message boards
and blogs has maintained this informal tone. Unlike scholars for whom, “the impact of the
Orient was made through books and manuscripts (Said 52), these fans who move within the oral
culture are able to see the films without any major preconceptions about what they should be, as
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no one fan is positioned to be more of an “authority” than any other. The end result is that fans
were able to intelligently discuss the entire history of Indian popular film, and even multiple
regional industries, which are not included in the traditional written discourse of Indian film
history.
The long history of popular film is not discussed in written texts because of a prejudice
against the style and content of the most popular Indian films from today and the past. A major
flaw in the work of scholars and writers on film, which is not present among fans, is the effort to
prioritize Indian films which most closely fit within Western traditions over others which are
more popular and beloved among the vast majority of the audience. Most film scholars
consistently discuss the Indian film in terms of Satyajit Ray and other Bengali and parallel
cinema filmmakers. Ray was inspired by the neo-realist films he saw in film society screenings
and during his brief period working abroad, and received his training when working with the
French director Renoir on the Indian set film, The River. By using Ray as a primary example,
Indian film “existed as a set of values attached, not to its modern realities, but to a series of
valorized contacts it had had with a distant European past” (Said 85). Ray and his descendents
are easier for Western scholars to discuss than the living and thriving tradition of Hindi language
cinema that dominates the audience far beyond these film festival type features. In the same way
the study of Orientalism did not pay attention to “the study of the modern, or actual, Orient”
(52), traditional sources for film studies do not acknowledge the current popular films of India.
In contrast, the fans studied here exhibited a strong preference for these popular features. They
identified with the Indian audience in their tastes rather than Western scholars.
The texts non-Indian fans read are fan based blogs and message boards rather than
“official” texts. Many blogs provide the Orientalist task “to present the Orient by a series of
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representative fragments” (Said 128). These fragments are stills, quotes, occasionally links to
youtube videos surrounded by analysis and opinion. What is not fragmented, however, is the
overall corpus of Indian film, only the particular film under discussion. Beyond lists of
“newbie” films, blogs do not make a claim that the films they select are more important, or the
only important, films to see. In fact, the bloggers speak openly of their own development, their
initial interests, discovery of other genres, eras, and films, and the way they are continually
finding new genres and interests. In fact, their main goal is not to limit or fragment the corpus,
but to expand it. What they aggressively reject is “[t]he idea of using specific texts, for instance,
to work from the specific to the general” (Said 258). While a beginning list of films is often
provided, the urge after that is for readers of these blogs to constantly hunt out new films. Films
are recommended not because they will help you “understand” the entirety of Indian film, but
because they are enjoyable on their own merits. More likely, in fact, is for a film to be singled
out due to the way it expands the definition of Indian film by providing an unusual perspective or
content which breaks down any possible pre-conceptions.
In these ways and others, bloggers refuse the position of educated mediator. They reject
the argument that “only the Orientalist can interpret the Orient” (Said 289). They do
occasionally make an argument related to the idea that “the Orient [is] radically incapable of
interpreting itself” (Said 289). However, this concern is not an uninformed one. As many
bloggers and blog readers discussed, generally speaking the Indian press fails to provide the type
of high level analysis that educated fans desire. This is not related to an Orientalist prejudice,
but rather the long-term prejudice within India among the educated classes against these films.
The same prejudice was cited by a Russian respondent and a Nigerian one within their countries.
In places where Indian popular culture has long been present, the discourses of power have
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attacked it and created a prejudice against it. There is more openness and availability in places
where the films have recently arrived as the society has not yet been trained against them.
Therefore, the majority of serious and respectful internet writings on the topic come out of
countries like America and Australia where the films have only recently begun to be noticeable
presences.
The risk with these writings by non-Indian fans is that the films are only gaining
importance in terms of their effect on the Western viewers who discover them. For 19th century
travel writers “the actual river Jordan is less important than the “mysteries” it gives rise to in
one’s soul” (Said 178); today, India can be less important than the way it changes the white
Westerners who visit it. This instinct to only place the importance of India in terms of its effect
on non-Indians has appeared in everything from the best-selling memoir and later film Eat Pray
Love to the sitcom Outsourced. However, in terms of the fans of these films, their emotional
reactions are intrinsically tied to the content of the films, and the stories being told by it. They
cannot discuss how they feel, without talking about the narrative, the acting, the songs, all the
elements that were purposefully crafted to evoke those emotions. Their emotions serve to
strengthen the mention in this case of “the actual river Jordan” rather than eliminate it.
The ultimate value of Indian film as an internationally watched popular culture product is
the way in which it provides a true human connection between the viewer and the watcher. This
combats the issue that “Orientalism failed to identify with human experience, failed also to see it
as human experience” (328). Farrukh Dhondy says that the Indian government does not like
Indian film because “Professional political thinkers brand the whole industry and its output
‘escapist.’ The description is born of a kind of frustration: here is a forum of mass entertainment;
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why can’t it be turned it propaganda?” (Dhondy 127). Indian film is, in fact, propaganda, but it
is simply promoting human connections, nothing more.
Today, the Indian diaspora is rapidly spreading around the globe, while India itself grows
in economic power and prestige. In response, the discourses of power are creating new
narratives. For instance, there is the traditional-but-modern Indian woman as exemplified by the
series of Indian Miss World and Miss Universe winners between 1994 and 2000. There has also
been a return to the concept of the natural spirituality and open-mindedness of Indian religions as
shown in books and films such as Eat, Pray, Love. Generally, India and its people are being
presented as “other” than the west, but in acceptable ways. This becomes more obvious in
contrast with the way the Muslim nations surrounding India have become increasingly
unacceptable to the Western mindset. Indian films are able to provide an alternative vision in
which India (and greater South Asia) is neither a dangerous enemy nor an exotic other, but
simply a place with its own issues and problems, just like any other place on earth. The
respondents to this survey talked about Hindutva, about a modern and progressive Pakistan,
about violence against women, and most importantly about the ways in which their emotions,
thoughts, hearts, and souls became entangled with those of the Indians they saw on screen. This
is not an intellectual interest, one which bends and changes based on knowledge, but one which
goes directly to the heart of the matter, bypassing the possibility of interference by dominant
discourses.
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